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This thesis is an examinaiion of works by Nicole Brossard and Daphne Mariatt, two 

contemporary Canadian writers. As both are women, lesbians, ferrEnist Canadian writers, a close 

comparative study of part of their work wili show the characteristics as weil as cornmon aspects 

of their wriîing. Hailing fiom dEerent backgrounds, but sharing comparable ideas, Mariatt and 

Brossard are very concerneci about creating innovative practices for women's wnting, "écriture 

féminine", or to quote Marlatt, finding "terri-stories". Their provocative wxiting presents a 

challenge for any reader for it questions, fiom their lesbian vantage points, the patriarchal society 

we live in and try to react against the m e n t  staais of women in that society. Their creative use 

of language and smggle with estabiished p~ciples and perceptions lead the readers to question 

their own concepts and beliefs, thereby compeiiing the readers to be active while reading in order 

to decipher their writing. Their work is open to Werent interpretations and it carries the same 

desire to find spaces where women's voices muid be hm4 a place for them to be. 
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Preserrtation of the notions of space, translation and motion, and how they relate to 

the works ofXide Brossard and Daphne MkrM 

Canadian iiterature no longer exists in the shadow of other literatures: it stands by Mitself 

What was once the source of a fissure in Canadian herature, Le. its bilinguai comext and 

thefore the cuexistaice of two Meratures, is now seen as an asset, as welI as the richness and 

uniqueness of the literatures of Ca& They aexist and pervade in, rougfity q m h g ,  English 

and French Canadian contexts. TherefOre Canada is a country with a bipoiarity7 like two hearts 

beatrng. "Canadian writing is the writing dom of a new place" (Kroetsch 4 1). If Canadians felt 

at some point that there was no major figure in their literaaire (anremely popular writers, 

national referaces acclaimed by ail) compared to other countries, their literary daires today 

shine through a myriad of talented writers. Numerous genres, approaches and writings are 

therefore to be found. Male writers used to be dominant in litera~e, Le. more often published 

and taken more seriously. The situation bas changed however7 as women are also very present 

on the literary scene today, and their works are both recognized and hinhly regarded Amongst 

them, 1 have here chosen to embark upon a comparative mdy of two Canadian women writers, 
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Mwle Brossard and Daphne W a t t ,  each one belonging to a different iinguistic and 

group, whose works reflect their achievement as Canadian and lesbian women writers. Poiitical 

implications are present in th& work regarding the political contexts of English Canada versus a 

Quebec background (ciBerat identities linked to cüfEmt culturai and geographical spaces), as 

well as women's status in society (politics that manipulare the social He). ln WI%Q and voicing 

ideas and feelings, Brossard and Mariaît are politid or their statements have a politic. 

connotation (as they are engaged or seekmg to change the way society bctions and the çtatus 

of women). 

Du lieu ou je parie, l'université, et tous les autres l i e tg  
institutions privées ou publiques, sur ce point sont semblables, 
les postes de pouvoir sont occupés par les rnâles...La prise de 
parole, dans cette institution et ailleurs, est donc conditionnée 
aussi par cette conjoncture politique. (Gagnon 69) 

Wornen writers in Quebec have very early and sigmficantly contn'buted to women's causes, 

through actions, th& writing, and by very openly disnissing sensitive issues; English C d a n  

women wnters were won to follow their steps. 

Over the years, Nicole Brossard and Daphne Marlatt have acquifeù national and 

intemational recognition thanks to the quaiity and creativity of their wiiti.ng. BeIoagUig to the 

same grnemion, they have several experiences and viewpoints in cornmon, even though they 

diffa in many aspects. The links that can be drawn between them as human beings, and between 

their writings, d e .  with their feminist and lesbian characters, as weii as their autobiographid 

approach. Similady, the issue of women's identity is extremely relevant in their work. 

Poets, novelists, editors, theorists: one could use aii these labels to descn'be the nature of 

their work. The latter goes beyond the usage of language to teli stories and feelings; they work 

on Ianguage as a rnateriai to be sbaped as close to their wishes as possible. In the process, they 
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irrtegrate foreign Iangwges and decoostnict th& "own" native ianguage in order to initiate an 

"unusuai" writing. If th& books do not totaiiy resist our reading, they nevertheles impiy an 

active attitude on the reader's part towards the te= a moving viewpoint which can be contrasteci 

with a more passive, or "traditionai" reading. By "traditiod" 1 mean a hear reading which 

focuses on the transmission of the message, the content, not on how any such message is 

transmitted. Resuiting from these manoeuvres, their wnting explores (angther space(s) that have 

not yet been mark& or iabelled by patnarchal society (or that are regarded as "other" or 

"wrong"). Orig;naUy, Brossard and Daphne Marlatt do not find themselves recogatzed 

and acceptai in society as it is, for both who and what they are. The recogniîion they have as 

women and Mers is not what they th& it codd or shouid be. Consequdy, their pens become 

means of expressing their concerns, crossing boundaries and meating new hmes or horizons. 

The name "feminine writing/écnture fëminllie" is kquentiy associated with these two 

writers. In fq the concept derives eorn the work of the French theoretician Hélène Cixous, 

although other French fwninists dso contn'buted to it. On severai occasions, both Nicole 

Brossard and Daphne Marian acknowledge the iduence of French theordicians an their work 

In relation to our topic, it is important to remind ourseives that for Cixous: "[wlriting ...p resents a 

'boundless space', in which the hierarchy of masculine relations might at last be transcended and 

overturnd (Seliers 1 19). Writing is Brossard and Mariatt's way of questioning o u  cufture and 

status, of proposing new directions or presenting hitherio untapped alternatives. Wnting is a step 

in history for a book works as a testimony, a written trace one can refer to and depart ffom 

Under îhese circu~~l~tances, writinp, can thus enabIe the meaiion of a neiwork between women, 

reaching thern despite th& location and the. To quote Luce Irigaray: 



Writing dows me to cormnunicate my thoughî to many people 
whom 1 do not kuow, who do not speak the same language 1 do, 
who do not h e  in the same period 1 do. On these grounds, to *te is 
to constitute a body of work with a meanuig that can be memorized 
and circuiated, and that may enter into history, etc. 
(Jardine 98) 

Therefore Marlatt and Brossard's wnting crosses, transgresses iiterary boudaries, tirne, as it 

crosses geographicai lines, leaning towards a rehthe unity and soli* between women while 

acknowledging their differences. 

However, because of the nature of these two writers' work, their books are not 

accessiile to every woman. Besides possible linguistic obstacles, the very characteristics of theh 

work limit their readership to spedic groups of people who approach their books with varying 

cultural preparation (university studems and professors, journatists ...). One of the most extreme 

criticisms they have ençountered is probably the depiction of their writing as elitist. Perbaps 

critics use "elitist" to describe the fact that th& way of writing cannot be read as readers usually 

do; understanding can be achievd as long as the attitude towards the texts changes. Moreover, 

each reader brhgs his/her own capacity to decipher a text. It seems that neither Brossard nor 

Marlatt intends to be elitist; they intend to write as women, according to what being a woman 

encompasses for them. These comments have to be achowledged; yet, th& work and goals go 

through tbk phase d e n  th& work appears as indecipherable but people need time to ad@. 

Because they write difièrently, they have to fàce criticisms as well as scepticism. It seems that the 

whole perspective becornes much more interesthg when society has to understand its wnters 

rather than when the latter have to abide by engraved niles, in order to remain in an "acceptable" 

sphere, one avaiiable to everybody. 1 would compare them to Amazons of the twentieth century, 

because they could be seen as f d e  warriors, struggling to be heard, M e  very much 
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w d  with establishing their ideatity, as womeq not in an Amazonian way (the Amazons 

used to cut off their ri& breast to facilitate the use of the bow), i-e. by gMng up part of 

themeIves in order to adapt; but on the wntmy, by bringirig their intact self into perspective, 

compebg society in general to adapt to them. The myth ofthe Arnazon is centrai to Brossard's 

work (Ways 178). An evolution and learning experience can then occur. One needs to 

transcend barriers and leam how to think in order to improve one's own howledge. W~th 

Marlatî and Brossard, readers are presented with the obligation to leam how to read Werently, 

and with d d h g  perspectives. As a matter of fkct, they published books in the seventies and 

early eighties that could d be regarded as avant-garde today, in 1997. "C'est dans les mées 70 

que les femmes, jusque-fa cantonnées dans la poésie, le conte, Ie roman, envahissent tous les 

genres, élargissent et déplacent les frontières" (Maiihot 221). In spite of an extensive critical 

body, especiaüy in reIation to Nicole Brossard's work, one is under the impression that th& 

work has only partially been deciphered and that it stilt ho& many ideas and keys usefiil for 

pursuing women's identities. As writers, poets, both of them are mators of (a) new space(s) and 

hguage(s): 'Ze poète, en la nouveauté de ses images, est toujours origine de langage" 

(Bachelard 4). Language is sometimes referred to as that which differentiates human beings f?om 

animals. It is lan-e îhat constructs our world in our psyche; in 0 t h  words, what we name 

exists, is. Yef the h t s  of Ianguage can always be examineci or extendecl beyond their presefit 

boundaries. Daphne Marlatt and Nicole Brossard f i e  writing as a "weapon" (to de-her) as 

well as one of their targets (a system that has to be changed). Deaiing with writers who express 

themselves in different ianguages, we wili see how we are wnditioned to think within French and 

Engiïsh. For instance, French grammar recognizes two genders, the mascutiae and the femùiine. 
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But it wiil be interesting to see what this fact &y means, how women are represented in 

language and to study the search for a language (for women) through languages. The issue p d y  

lies in the assertion of women as subjects within language, and not as mere objects. Once this 

condition is met, tfiey wiil be able to acquire a voice of thei. own. "ml que nous appreuions 

à devenir des sujets capables de paroles" (Irigaray 47). Language therefore becornes both a space 

to explore and a tool to explore the worid in the fknhhe- 

Another space is exploited through the use of intertextualfty as it simuitaneously brings 

together and echoes the words or thoughts of other writers; we will also study the impact other 

writers and styles have had on the development of Marhtt and Brossard's m g .  As both 

studied literature at University, and have worked as editors in addition to haviug collaborated 

several tirnes in common projects, their literary culture and approaches have ban shaped by their 

personal experiences and professional carm. The choie of combining these writers is thus 

explaineci: not only do they have common aspects in their writing and personal lives, but they 

have also worked together. The link 1 establish in comparing their work already exists in many 

ways. 

Brossard and Marlatt provide women with a literature that touches them, texts wiîhh 

which women are necessarily included; they attenipt to get wornen çompletely involved and they 

wite in such a way that their words speak to women. Brossard and Marlatt abandon the 

accepted rhetonc used for writing about feelings and emotions. They t u .  Wnting and reading 

into an experience of the senses: their texts are meant to be seen and listeneci to. The sense of 

touch also plays an important role for language: words have to be felt in the mouth, as one 

pronounces, in order to grasp the dimension of their work. Reading becornes a physcal as rnuch 
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as an intektuai joumey. The gw&c connision of their witing which kiongs to prose and 

poetry, i-e. the diflicadty some critics express in iabeibg their work, probabiy derives h m  the 

mixture of work on language (deconstructing words in order to make other meanings appear for 

instance) and narration at the same tirne and the phyçical touch Prose and poetry are two 

categories cornmonly used to d e h e  a piece of work 'Wnfortunately", Mariatt and Brossard's 

books resist such categorizations. Should it be necessary to dedine their work according to 

categories, one couid say it is a mixture of everything people think about prose and poetry. ïheir 

work inhabits a space that straddles the borda of such categories. However, for practical 

reasons, th& books are grouped under the labeIs of "novel" or "poetry". Their writing e x h i i  

th& own s p d c  Wle although it is not uniforni fiom one book to the next. Hace the use of 

temis like prose or poetry which wiii allow their work to be more generally understood by 

potential readers. And yet their work appears to transcend people's expectations for prose and 

poeby. With Marlatt and Brossard, we are fàr fiom the rornantic school's perception of prose as 

a bourgeois, utiiitarian, rational ianguage that is limiteci to the cornrmuiication of a message; or 

the perception of poetry as a romantic incantation, a tesrimony of discornfort in society, 

metancholy or desire for harmony. Marlatt and Brossard offer something e k  to their readers, a 

way of writing that wouid becorne a floaiing category of its own. 

The ,  space and language are interconnected, as Arithony Burgess suggests: 'Waking 

language is made out of time and space, the gaps between the substances thai occupy the other" 

(this quotafion is taken fkom an introduction to Finnetmm Wake by James Joyce, a book ofien 

related to Brossard's Picture Theoq). In his book La Poétiae de l'espace, the French 

phiiosopher Gaston Bachelard underiines the rapport between time and space as weii ("Dans ses 
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rnille alvéoles, l'espace tierrt du temps comprimé" 27). Time can also be seen as a space witbin 

which we Live and rnove. In Brossard and Marlatt's books, it is not aiways the case that readers 

have either a precise idea of the the,  or that the narration develops accordhg to a linear pattern 

TheK pIaying with these notions is innovative and creative of new spaces, or new "reguiations" 

for living in space. Brossard asserts that, together, women know how to invent new spaces and 

times (Gdays 182). 

The notions of space, motion and translation are essential themes and issues in MarIatt's 

and Brossard's writing. These three key concepts are widely elaborated and used in th& work 

which rework them in order to broaden the perspective, adding or sbifting meanings. Their 

p o w d  writing is enriched by possiiilities that lead the reader out of understanding that can 

only be achieved through niles imposed by patriarchal society. Many aspects of women's Inres 

are taken for granteci. Thus, Brossard and Mariatt work at exposing fàcts and realities, 

awakening public opinion and worneq and advocating that women question thei. situation and 

act upon it. Neither Brossard nor Marlatt imposes a singie direction for changing perceptions and 

the context women live in - although Brossard is more "radical" (a .term she herself hquentiy 

employs); they make suggestions. Their work could be desaibed as an attempt to alter a 

woman's lot in Me and graddy  to gain new ground. 

Their handling of space occurs at different Iwels. A genek defmition of space aliows for 

a dual perception of the concept: on the one hami, hurnan bemgs live within a space as it c o h  

and surrounds everything; on the other, it can be a limited ara for a specif~c purpose. Thdore, 

it is either something which inchdes us, or thaî we delimit in order to either include ourseives or 

be outside of it. The fïrst idea medoneci above focuses on an astronomical point of view, as it is 
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the immeasurable expanse in which the solat and steiiar systems, nebulae, and so forth, m 

situated. A metaphysical dehition adopts the same idea of a contirmous, unbounded, O 

unlimiteci artension in every direction, but the latter extension is regarded as void of matter. Or 

the other hand, space can aiso be analyzed as a linear distance (the intexval between two or mon 

points or objects) as weil as a superficial extent in thee dimensions (this is particularly reievani 

for Nicole Brossard). Three other variations reiate to the luikage to time and duration, the 

interval or blank between words or lines in p ~ t e d  or d e n  matter, and a h ,  the dimensional 

extent oçcupied by a body or lying within ce.rtain limits. Accordhg to these definiîions, space is a 

reality as much as an idea, or an abstract notion This perspective acknowledges a concrete space 

as well as a metaphoricd one, i.e. one that is the resuit of a transposition (a movement) where 

there has been a transfer of meaning. In this regard, space does seem to apply metaphoricdy to 

Mariatt and Brossard, as th& objective is to achieve a mental construction acknowledging 

women's identity which wouid lead to concrete consequences. However7 their work can also be 

descriied as the desire to write in the feminine7 i.e. to mate a space on the white page that wili 

consequently mate a space in the readefs intellect. Their goai is not simply to repiace one space 

with another one, but rather either to find the means io s d e  in a brand new space conespondhg 

to women's aspirations, or to SM towards the margins and to appropriate them. 

Throughout Marlatt and Brossard's work, there is a noticeable interminghg of 

geograpbicai and physical space, more prensely spaces relateci to the and the body. 

(Re)inscn'bing the f d e  body within ianguage is one of their techniques of Writing, relating the 

body and ianguage as places that have to be repossessed by women. The body and the city are 

taken as sites, where Me "develops", and that are essentid to the assertion of women's identity. 
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An interaction between the personal and public space is also implied, both spaces being 

determining fâctors for the topic of this thesis. It is cornmonplace to say that chiidren are born 

from womeq fiom the most intimate part of them. Now, women have to fi- out how they 

cm give b i i  to themselves as wornen. Marfatt and Brossard undertake this quest, uicluding a 

quest for their bodies in order to have a cumplete being by anaiyZ.ig the relationship to the 

mother as weii as between women, and women lovers. The interest in the -y rnicrocosm is 

reduced to the motheddaughter "couple" in a movernent designecl to discover their own personal 

roots as women. Both bemg mothers themselves, they started to cpestion thoroughly the role of 

the mother fiom an active (being mothers) and passive (being daughters) viewpoint. The body is 

also a key elernent in the atternpt to understand what women are. Women have been perceiveci 

as (sexual) objects for centuries in many different cuitures. Thedore certain ideas have been 

imposed upon them, to the point where they feel guilty if th& bodies do not comply with 

specific criteria This is one of the reasons why wornen have to assert their bodies not accordmg 

to society's or men's expectations, but according to what it represents for thern. Brossard's and 

Marlatt's personal experiences account for their deep awareness and knowledge of their own 

bodies. F i  involved in heterosexual relationships, they later decided to w d t  to women, 

within lesbian relationships. 

When we theorize literature, we ofien overiook the author's personal or intimate Hélife On 

the contrary, in the case of Brossard and Marlaât, their intimate lives are openly refmed to in 

their books, and serve to defhe these women. As they have opted for a "~a~ghdd" way of 

life (one still considered taboo by a number of people), the social space with whicb they must 

cope and their personal desires collide. One can say that there is a private space of htasy in 
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order to see '"the woman" with both these writers. It is a desire motivated by their persona 

sexual preference (being lesbians), as weil as an urge to see w h  a woman is and means, aii thk 

seen and felt by women (Nicole Brossard and Daphne Marlatt). It is a f5ct thaf as lesbians, they 

belong to a "doubly oppresseci group - as women and as homosexuals" ( R o b i n  224). 

Christopher Robinson goes on to say that "[tjhe way in which we see rhe world is m&ed by 

our parti& place on the sexual spectnim" (Robinson x). Thedore, they are fighting back 

througti their wriîing, brandishing their words in order to open up spaces. 

The linear, patriarchal tradition has d&ed the (female) 
ferninine body as symbol; within such a con-text ofhistory 
Canadian wornen writers, like rnany other women writing eisavhere, 
seek to create a space for a wriîing &en in the fèminine 
person which presents the ferninine body as siga 
(Kamboureli 3 1) 

One of the directions Marlatt and Brossard's works take is therefore the exploration of a 

tridirnensional space, one that incorporates entities (like the body), acknowledging their contours 

and relief I will later introduce the methods they use to reach this particular goal. 

From a feminist perspective, women do not have a space k t  is theirs, as they have to 

ded on an everyday basis with a paûiarchal systern of values (it has to be kept in mhd that 

feminists repremt an eclectic group and that they do not agree on the very d e m o n  of 

"woman", "fernale", "feminùie" and so forth, or on how to use such words. For example, Julia 

Kristeva does not want to defme "woman"). Wnting and the body becorne sites to be arplored, a 

subversive way to approach women's status and to develop a n o n p h a l i o g o ~ c  discourse. 

Space intrinsidy aüows for movement, changes to take place. Feminists want to assert the 

staais of women, not only in terms of the procreative, reproductive space they represent (the 

womb) and of th& role of mothers. They also advocate equalay of ri& Le. the equal sharing 
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of social space with men (public space) and look forward to having their own space (private). 

The latter advocacy goes hand in hand with an equal involvement in the political sphere, where 

their voices codd be heard. Improvements appear to be a necessity at the dawn of the twenty- 

h t  century. In this respect, space is therefore envisageci as a place of fieedom, 

acknowledgement, motivation, expression and weii-being. Of coursef not ail  f h s t s  share the 

exact same opinions; diverse currents express th& concenns and work differenîiy. Feminist 

extrernists do not accord a lot of space to men in their vision of the future. Such a dichotomy 

(men opposed to wornen) does not provide neutral grounds for inproverneut or agreement. In 

order to understand the treatrnent of space by each s p d c  group, one has to go back to the very 

definition of wornan according to each party7 and remember that "within Ianguage women are 

marked by gender, and within society they are rnarked by sex" (Groden 244-245). 

Undouhedly, space is fàr fiom being a fixed notion or entity. Miche1 de Certeau (a 

contemporary French historian and philosopher) points out distinctions between "lieu" @lace) 

and "espace" (space), which cl- our understanding and use of space throughout this thesis. 

His definition of a place is related to: 

l'ordre (quel qu'il soit) selon lequel des éléments sont 
distniués dans des rapports de coexistence ... Ies déments 
considérés sont les uns à &té des autres, chacun situé en 
un endroit "propre" et distinct qu'il d m .  Un lieu est 
donc une configuration instantanée de positions. Il implique 
une indication de stabilité. (De Certeau 1 72-1 73) 

For de Certeau, a place is therefore an abstracî notion, as the idea of stability implies no 

movement, i.e. no life. Conversely, by "space" de Certeau undersian&: 

des vecteurs de direction, des qwntités de Mtesse et la variable du temps. 
L'espace est un croisement de mobiies ... L'espace serait au lieu ce que devient 
le mot quand il est parlé, c'est-à-dire quand il est saisi dans l'ambiguité d'une 
effectuation, mué en terme relevaat de multiples conventions, posé comme 
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l'acte d'un présent (ou d'un temps), et m d é  par les transformations dues à 
des voisinages successif%(. . .)l'espace est un lieu pratiqué. @e Certeau 173) 

Space, as d&ed above, is thus what we will be Iooking at in a few of Mariatt and Brossard's 

books. For it is a space related to a context, an environment that is ked in, where direction, 

speed and t h e  play a role. It is an inhabited environment where motion and movememt occur. 

Examples taken from s p d c  books written by Marlatt and Brossard wiii show how the 

dehitions of space and place developed by de Certeau are essential to their work Their quest 

leads to the discovery and fiee occupation of a space by women; in other words, not only a place 

but a space. 

The concept of space is also ofien d e s c r i i  as wncentric layers of elements on 

around or fiirther away in the universe. In this perspective, water (sea, ocean and so forth) is then 

a space just as the desert or the sky is. As a matter of fact, the latter aspect is widely deveioped 

and usefiil to decipher Brossard and Marlatt's work The idea of layers relates to a possiile 

movement, a shifbng fiom one to another. This idea is addressed in M i W  Bakhtin's Rabelais 

and His Wodd, where we are told that: 

In the medieval picture of the world, the top and bottom, the 
higher and the lower, have an absolute meanuig both in the sense 
of space and of values. Therefore, the images of the upward movernent, 
the way of ascent, or the symbols of descent and fau played in this 
systern an exceptional role, as they did atso in the sphere of art and 
Literature. Every important movement was seen and interpreted only as 
upward and downwarà, dong a vertical line. (401) 

Shifüng aiiows for novelty and new possiiiliaes; the actuai shifting is made pomile. 

Most importantiy: "en changeant d'espace, en quittant l'espace des sensibilités usuelles, on entre 

en wmmunication avec un espace psychiquement novateur" (Bachelard 187). Consequentiy, the 

notion of motion or movement is thus intimately Wed to that of space and it is stressed that 
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muvernent provides novelty and creativity. Because of its irrtrinsic qualities, movement ir 

possible, pedbrrnable within any space. Motion is the process of undergohg a change of place. 

As such, motion is directiy related to the concept of translation. As a woman, Susan GrilZn 

wrote in Made ftom this Earth: 

Our writing, our taiking, our living, our images have created 
another world than the man-made one we were bom to, and 
continuousiy in this weavbg we move, at one and the same time, 
toward each other, and outward, expan- the liniits of the 
possible. (Freedman 39) 

The concept of motionhovernent as an active process within space is thus a cornenient 

metaphor for women to use in shifting preestablished stereotypes and conceptions that have 

restricted women right up until the present the. Movement also provides a testimony of being 

"dive", i.e. it involves an independent fhctioning of a given body or mechariism, one that dows 

for a change of place. Movements (to enter a rwm, to tum right etc) are what de Certeau calls 

"actions spatialisantes", Le. actions which occupy or take place in a space. With regards to 

Marlaît and Brossard, their work is based upon motion/movernent: from the act of fdhg the 

page to the "devices" used as media of exploration (the spiral for instance with Brossard). The 

link with translation is evident here, as a tfans-Mo, a transporting, a tramfierence of a body, or 

form of energy, i?om one point of space to another; or, a removal or cunveyance fiom one 

persop p h ,  or condition to another. Again, the energy neces- to pedom such an action, as 

weii as the energy produ- is essential to Brossard and Marlatt. 1 will study how their work 

stands as an example of physicallgeographid traasiations (moving, travelling fiom one 

place/city/coumy to another), as well as a translation toward a ciifEren-t sphere, an exploration 

of the niargins, the "ûther", the desire to detach themseives fiom the vahies and d e s  thaî are 

predominant in patriatchal society. As they develop their thinking and th& wRting in the margins 
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of the n o m  dictated by patriarchai society, there lies a moving power in their publications. The 

ambiguous tm "moving" is used here to convey both a way of wnting that has an impact upon 

the reader, and one that takes the latter to another dimension, another space. 

As a consequence, a translation involves turning fkom one language into another, 

rendering sornething in another medium or fom. On the one hand, Ït involves a lit& passage 

ftom one linguistic system to another, on the other, Marlatt and Brossard lead theh readers to a 

transIation within the same ianguage - an atternpt to tum the metaphoric ("metaphor" meaning 

"transport" in Greek) mother tongue into a wornan's tongue. Also, a translation of Brossard's 

ideas and her ways of approaching issues couid be notice. in Mariattfs work and vice versa, or of 

any major work which Uzfluenced these IWO writers. 

Indeeà, a translation wuid be d e s c r i i  as a transformation, an alteration, a change; 

changing or adapring to another use. The latter definition expresses Brossard's and Mariattfs 

purpose: to alter w& exists in order to incorporate fùiiy women and to create a space that has 

only been dreamt of until now. Writing about Marlatt, Parnela Banting comme-: "[wJriting this 

(m)other tongue is a lit& and a littord traflslation" @ ~ I I M ~  2091, a comment which aiso 

applies to Nicole Brossard. 

The last important aspect of translation 1 wish to study relates to the act of reading its* 

i.e. the multiple interpretations of a specifïc text, therefore the movement of information between 

the miter and the reader. 

The reader as  translater opens the field to new (différent) 
representations (.. .)Translation is a movernent "beyond", 
eseablishing a dialectics beîween here and there, now and then, 
us and them. And this expansive space where the processes of 
culturai ciifference take place, the interstitial "çpace of 
nemess" ... is where the boundarïes of cuiture are consmtly 
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being negotiated. (hvarez 90,93) 

Foiiowing this briefpresentation of translation, the emphasis in this essay d not only be put on 

the mimetic t rans fodon  of one iangmge into another, but on the displacements induced in or 

by words. The very purpose of conhcting a comparative study is to perpeaiate a movement 

back and forth between two or more works. Especially as fàr as Marlatt and Brossard are 

conmed, a perpetuai trans-iation/movement fiom one body of work to the other as  a 

translation (Enghsh/French and v i e  versa) shouid be one of the key elements of our approach. 

Translation enables a co~ection to take p k e ,  and estabiishes links between different spaces; it 

is also a medium to superpose and mate a state of symbiosis. 

Throughout this thesis, I will attempt to address aü these nuances regarding space, 

motion, translation and writing as  applied to Daphne Marlatt and Nicole Brossard. 1 shd 

propose an overview of their writing. A deep and thorough analysis of parts of their work d 

accompany a general o v e ~ e w  of their books which pertain to this topic. In so doing, in tram- 

lahg our study over the ya-s of &eir wntmg and the publications of their works, certain 

evolutions in th& respective viewpoints and perspectives wiü be ernphasized. The cornparison of 

th& opinions and approaches dl enlighten any woman reader's perception of the issues and 

help her idenûfy herself with 0 t h  women in search of a place to be. Viginia Wooif was one of 

the fïrst women writerç to openly advocate for h c i a l  support and privacy in A Room of (hie's 

in order to be able to write; Wooif I.ealized that a space of their own was necessary. 

Daphne Marlatt and Brossard explore geographical and psychological tenitories in the 

modem world, where much still remains to be accompiished. 



CHAPTER 1 NICOLE BROSSARD 

Brossardk radical ferninine writing. 

L'écriture fëminine de Brossard et sa conquête de i'espace. 

"As a lesbian and a Que"oecoise, 1 belong to minoxities, but 1 always write as if the world 
belonged to me, aiiowing rny desire to shape around me the space 1 need to be what 1 
am"(Wiamson, Sounding; Differences 66) 

'Wous entrons par i'écnture dans un terrain vaste et vague où le tout luit et se refiète."@rossard, 
Double impression 58) 

'Teut-être s'agit-il surtout de prendre un espace et de i'occuper."(Brossard, Double impression 
65) 

For many, N~cole Brossard is one of the most f- and inspiring writers they wiii 

ever enwunter. When one reads her writing, it is impossl'ble to ignore the impact of her "art", 

whether one likes her style or not. This is especially me if the reader is a woman. For Brossard 

is a writer / write-her who enables the reader to "read ha", i.e. to acbowledge that there is a 

ferninine writing (écriture fëmiriine) which can reveal women, by women for women. Hers is a 

special approach to literature, anothh literature, one that has only now begun to be wntten and 

that explores new space(s) where it wiii be able to grow. 

In the quest and acknowledgernent of women's identity, Brossard bas chosen to write in 

order to make her/ourseIves heard. Wnting provides the space where identities grow. It is 

embarked upon to decipher the inner concerns of women, and to consider what women are. It is 
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an atternpt to get to the core of our seives and out- role(s) in society, as well as a means of 

expression. To *te is a h  a long b t q  proces, i.e. no finai m e r  or solution is to be found: 

"c'est ne jamais comprendre tout à fàit" @rossard, Double unPression 65). Here lies perhaps a 

reason why Brossard is such a prolific writer: to make up for a i l  the years when women were 

silenced and to arrive at a bmer undemanding of what it means to refiise tbat dence. Brossard 

stands as a political Writer, fighting for women's cause as welî as for Quebec. "The link between 

politicai activisrn, feminism and lesbianism is weli illustrated by the case of Nicole Brossard, who 

helped to found Parti Pris in 1963, the journal which quickiy came to be regardeci as the 

mouthpiece of Quebec nationaiism" (Robinson 192). 

To c h  to explain Brossard's way of writing in its entirety wodd be a prmptuous 

undertaking. As a general mie, her writing seems to be a mixture of both leaving a trace on the 

paper according to an established order (reférruig to sets of des  found in grammar or syntax), 

and of tryhg to capture a bit of space and of making it hm own. In otha words, one'writes 

according to pre-established principles even if the writer adds M e r  own input (visiile in style 

and in other ways, like the use of the page, that are highlighted in Brossard's wribng). Brossard's 

art lies in the fâct that she shuns nothing when she wishes to convey her ideas and emotions: 

b o d e s s  words, the page, and typography. She goes beyond the srpected, the approved, 

def$.ng patriarchal society in every way available to hm. Brossard draws links and creates a path 

for wornen Writing could therefore be describecl as that which iinks one's own space with an 

extemai space. For Brossard, writing becornes a movement that creates maring; it is writing 

that deserves to be "lived and rasîed as much as it should be read. She deii'berately changes the 

fiuidarnentals which ground what reading is. Were I to define her writing, I would say it is like a 
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h a r t  tbat is beating, a space constauteci of movement to and fio. 

Movement is both present within her writing and created in her reader. The latter has to 

move, to change her attitude in order to reach an understanding of the text through that very 

movement. 

Between the individual and the writer there is a f?ee space, 
a mysterious landscape where one discovers and dam things 
that the individuai cannot aBord. It is in that space that 1 
learn about myseifand can transfonn myself 
(O'Brien 137) 

The whole process includes a mode of mobile reading that accompanies this "O&'* writing. The 

theme of translation (etymologically "translation" means a displacemw a movement across) is 

then particularly relevant and meanin@ as fàr as Brossard is concecned: to translate into 

another Ianguage - or within the same while making meanings clearer (in a woman's ianguage?) 

- is fundamentdy to translate in the sense of di-ent. Le Désert mawe best exemplSes 

that technique. 

First of ail, the aspect 1 mention above refers to language. Although it is not possible to 

provide an exhaustive list of the questions conceniing language, the latter contains several 

elements thai are diredy linked with my study of space. Zn Le Désert mawe there is a 

trauslatioq i.e. another version of the initiai book is produced; there are also several narrative 

displacements (the main character, Melanie, oflm goes to the nearby desert; she travels to New 

Mexico...), and the car, throughout the novel, stands as a symbol of movement. To translate dso 

means to go f?om one Iinguistic systemkpace to another one ("On.. traduit toujours a partir 

d'une certaine position dam l'espace socidturel, temporel, géographique"(Fo1kart 14)). The 

movement tbrough the spaces of language that translation is, enables people fiom ciiffirent 
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Linguistic groups not ody to have access to a texi but also to innovate wEthin the boundaries of 

the source language. In other words, if we take a féminist perspective, transiation involves an 

attempt to m o b k  a woman's voice, using al1 avaüable material while &ahg it in a particuiar 

way so tbat it rd- and constnicts ha mobw (as a human bang and as a member of 

"women"). The obvious goal is to mobilize possible identities for women, iderrtities that have 

been overlooked, rnisunderstood or based on pureIy bin;lrv oppositions (a woman is the opposite 

of a man, for instance). 

Translation is thus used to open or to reveal spaces where women can blossom, move 

and therefore b. Zt implies that one wiii take a distance (look at thuigs differentiy) and in so 

doing Ieave us with gaps for women to fiii and bridges for women to appropriate. 

Persody, I have aiways been fascinated by translation, as 1 am 
usudy Writing about acts of passage, whether it is passage from fiction 
to reality, fiom reality to fiction, or eorn one Ianguage to another( ...) 
1 like to be surprisexi by language.(Wiiamson, Sounding; Differences 70-7 1 )  

There rnight even be a third Ianguage involved in such processes of îransiating as suggested by 

Régine Robin: "Ii n'y a de traduction qu'en passant par 'une troisiéme langue', d e  qui, au lieu de 

fâire semblant de combler le manque, désigne l'horizon de la fissure"(Robin 17). This observation 

could very well be appiied to Brossard who plays with spaces, liminal spaces, borders (fiom the 

perspective of l a n m e  and ianguages). Brossard, as a Québécois author (although she tends to 

claim her Québécoise ide* more than h a  being Canadian), already lives in a supposedly 

bilingual culture where En@ and French live together, sometimes in hamony, sometimes in 

codict. As a result, the third language Robin reférs to could be iuterpreted as a language for 

women: as one which tias to be found within French and EngIish, and also which needs its own 

space ro exist. In the next chapter about Daphne PuZarlatt, the issue of translation WU be once 
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again considered, for Marlatt and Brossard have often worked together, especially in 

"transiating" one another's works. 

To camplete these few remarks about translation, 1 should like to stress the idea found in 

Brossard's works on transiating one's ernotions and feelings. Her work goes fâr beyond the 

purely linguistic. "Je dis qu'il faut rêver son texte comme un organisme vivant qui multiplie les 

apprentissages a ce que je crois être le propos de toute d e n c e :  la jouissance et la pensée" 

(Brossard, La Lettre aérienne 63). Emotions and feelings in her writing are W to her being a 

lesbian. More preeisely, in verbaiiy assuming her lesbianism, she instills her ianguage with the 

fee- needed to express what she is. Of course, the whole patriarchal system is at stake here. 

Once again, such a mobile understanding involves leamhg to adopt a new perspective: 'Tcrire 

pour une lesbienne, c'est apprendre a enlever les posters paîriarcaux de sa chambre"(Brossar& 

La Lettre aérienne 126). 1 will take up this last notion fiutha on 

My last comment about "translation" as a "displacement" concerns the fact that Brossard 

sees her translation as a deviant practice, Le. a Werent kind of transiation : ' l e  Désert mauve de 

Brossard se présente comme une pratique "déviante" de la traduction" (Simon 32). 

Furthemore, this translation does not seek to recreate an equivalent system (iike a new 

patriarchal society domuiated by women), but to escape fiom that system, or rather, to use it in 

order to build up something Werent thaî resembles our most intrinsicdy mobile quabes. As 

Sherry Simon explains in Le Trafic des laneues, to translate is part of estabiishing a territory thai 

can only be "[Lia traduciion, comme la poésie, fiit partie du projet d'établir un 

territoire qui ne peut êîre qu'imaginaire" (Simon 59). She also expresses the idea that we need to 

search for a real redefinition of any such place. Brossard's use of tramhion is in the end a 
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trans1ation of herseif as a woman, a lesbian, a d e r ,  a feminist, a Québécoise. Therefore iike 

V i  Woolf in A Room of One's Own, she desperately needs a place, her place, a Iode, her 

space, where aii can start aûesh. Through this process of becoming mobile, of translating herseE 

Brossard changes the statu of womeq as it is perceivecl in today's society. "Movement is a 

translation in space. Now each time there is a translation of parts in space, there is also a 

qualitative change in a whole" (Deleuze 8). 

The concept of movement at the heart of Brossard's writing is not only evident in her use 

of translation, but also in her i n t e r t w .  The mer accounts for the influence of one author 

on another, or even the explkit usage of passages taken fkom an already exkthg book. 

Consequerrtiy, intertextualrty is by nature a movemerrt of data. Ideas, examples used by a s p d c  

author, are directly taken into aççotmt by another writer and are used to ernphasize M e r  

thought or are criticized. The result is to make different spheres of thought meet or coincide as 

well as to give birth to a new space. 

There are evident links whh one of Brossard's books in which 1 take a particular interest: 

Picture Theoq. The title itseif is revealuig in that it refers to Wittgenstein: "To Wittgenstein and 

Joyce, Brossard owes the basic structure of Picaire Theoq" (Kamboureli 345). This was not the 

fkst time that she used this Watgensteiriian expression Indeed, the phrase "picture thwiry" can 

be found in an earlier publication, Amantes. Brossard admits this expression was m t h g  for 

her as she graduaiiy became more hmiiiar with Wmgenstein's work Hence his noticeable 

influence on her work in severai books. What particuiariy interestexi Brossard in W~ttgenstein 
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was the notion of the impossib'i of "saying the reality"; on the mntrary, he advocates that "it is 

only to be showni' (Brossard, 'Entr&enq1 178). Very much inspired by such a concept, Brossard 

sixteci to develop it in her own terms. in the same interview, Brossard explains that she does not 

think that "theory" can be translated by "théorie" in French in the phase « picture theory P; she 

tends to associate the word with "réalité" (Le. something thât cannot be thwrized but shown). 

Therefore both "théorie" and "picture" refèr to a m c  space, înscribed in their very meanings 

or in opposition to w h  tfiese meanings exclude. More precisely, on the one hand "picture" 

defines a representation (a painting, a photograph) within a specific fiame, thedore designahg 

a dehiteci space; on the other, it acknowledges the existence of another space, one to be hund 

outside that fiame. Moreover, a picture is a depiçtion and as such can be understood as the 

vision of a given space within the space it fiames. The same approach d d  be applied to 

"theory", i.e "reality" in Brossard's idiom (reaiity opposed to fiction). Of course, the fk t  that she 

talks about intertexhiatity with Wittgenstein does not impiy that Brossard adopts or agrees with 

aii his ideas. Accordhg to Louise H . F o I - s ~ ~ ~ : ~ À  l'encontre de Wmgenstein, Brossard est d'avis 

que les propositions et les pichires informant les discours de la culture patriarcale ne som que des 

fictions morneuses qui annihilent le réel vécu des femmes" (prefaçe of Pichrre Thmrv 15). 

Aithough it is not my purpose here to study in detaii the reiationship between W~ttgenstein and 

Brossard, these few comments a h  at emphasiang the role of intertextualrty. It also relates to a 

iarger swpe: it sets and srniates a iiteranire within Lierature. 

An intertwining intertartualrty in Picture Thmy is a h  noticeable regarding James Joyce 

and his book F h q  Wake . Obviously it is no accident that Brossard continuously relates to 

an Irish wriîer. We see her intertexid approach when she errplidy cites his name ("Joyce ou 
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Dublinn on page 146 in Picture Theory for example); or when she refm to him in ha notes 

(Brossard, Picture Theury 225). To Cotnoir, Guévremont, Beausoieil and Conivesu with whom 

she conduded an interview on Picture Theory, Brossard achowiedged her debt to Fimiepns 

Wake as k as its complexity and Mérent stytes are concerneci. She wmrnented that: "C'est 

cornme une obsession dûn questionnement uftime de Ia forme ou de l'expression (...) du sens et 

du non-sens" (Brosard, TntrEntretien" 192). Somethhg as M as James Joyce's citizenship 

moka another context, a diiTerent geugraphical origin. Materialiy speaIang, Brossard and Joyce 

did not expwience the çame space (he is from Ireland and she is from Quebec), and yet their 

explorations in writing are similarly profound. Joyce's innovations in language and style 

profoundly inauend mentieth-century d g .  Brossard underfines the "obsession" stimulating 

heir respective writing. Wereas in Joyce's case it was Ireland, for Brossard, Î t  was Woman In 

rny view one's homeland and biolagical iderrtiry constitute fertile spaçw for emotions. Thus it 

wodd seem that the territoq of motions is part and parcd of Joyce's and Brossard's writing. 

Throughout P i m e  Theorv, Brossard is also inspireci by Djuna Bames d o s e  poetic 

Language transmis perçpectrves, aspirations, and spaces that Brossard decide- to display in ha 

own work Forçyth also mentions Gertrude Stein, Michele Causse, Louky BerganilS Monique 

Wittig and Adneme Rich as sources for Brossard (the same names appear in La Lettre aérienne 

on page 127). This choice of authors cornes as na surprise: poets, women, Iesbian or 

Québhises, they all have sornething in common with Brossard. This is why 1 would say that 

each personal space conûiiutes to "a spaçe" for Women Poets are not the sole source of 

inspiration for Brossard. French theoreticians (Simone de Beauvoir and Jacques Lacan) are cited 

as weLl in ' D e  radid à imégdes" (La Lettre aérienne 89) for instance. B r a d  is a d e - h a ,  a 
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thinker, a theoretician and above aii a "womanist for- - forlseeher" for many women 

Intertexiuaiiîy consthtes a necessary ingreclient on the way to her goal, each reference being a 

new stone to build up Women's house. For Brossard, in order to move fôrward one needs to 

remernber (re-member) the past (to keep or avoid in the M e ) .  As a wmequence, she describes 

intertextuaiity as foilows: "c'est se rappeler la sueur de i'écriture. La sueur qui 'periet"(Brossard, 

''Entretien" 193). Elements tiorn her previous books arise in Pichue Theory for she keeps on 

working on the same basic concem. 

Winfned Siexnerikg introduces the notion of "mextuaiity" and remarks that: 

(Brossard] explores the space opened between the same and the 
other it becornes by repetition and by c o n t d e r a t i o n (  ...) 
In this process, Brossard oflen underlines the displacement 
operated by these inâatextuai references by inserting them 
into violentiy clashing 'contexîst. (1 93) 

The use of English by Brossard stands as a perfect example for Siemerlingts comment. For 

instance, on page 186 in Picture Theory she writes: 

(.. .) tout devenait Msiile de la fiction en chaque ceilde et 
la peau travaille skin 1 win the double glory of ses seins 
sont miens et grammatrice look at the double you de i'étaî que 
nous formulons beiie marée dans la cité. My mind is a woman. 

Two pages later, the same technique reappears in "me poème huriait openhg the rnind." The 

latter example was quoted by Siernerhg in order to make an important point about Brossard's 

way of writing: "this irruption of Enghh inîo the French phrase both refm to, and enacts an 

openhg of the rnind toward a different context"(Siemer1ing 193). EngIish and French are 

supposed to be the languages spoken in Canada She therefore empIoys them as a tramcriplion 

of the reality which is at the same time a fiction, for bilingualism is not connnon to al1 Canadians. 
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These two ianguages do not fiuiction in the same space (men when they actually do, it is not in 

the same way) and do not rdect the same r&es (historicai, cultumi, linguistic). As a r d &  

one needs to open, to adapt her reading and approach, and in so dohg to invade the new 

space(s) created. The movement back and forth between the two languages engenders an 

energy, *ch develops parailel to the read-heis thinking by enabhg the latter to perceive what 

is usuaüy embedded in our environment, the p o s s i i  of haginhg another space. 

A characteristic elernent of Brossard's fiction is her use of deçonstniction It is that 

technique which ailows movements and changes. By deconstnicting the established order, she 

opens up and makes her way through the space she needs. There is an obvious desire, not only 

for Brossard, but of course for other women writers as weii, to subvert iaaguage, to tear it to 

pieces and re-member them according to th& own desires. As they do not consider language as 

a tool which necessady takes women into accounf women are willing to transform it instead. 

It seems to me that wornan "derives", diverts, or shifis meaning 
in such a way that m&g can be w e d  and redirected towards 
her experience and to what mattem. In other words, pornodm 
women miters seem to re-route words in such a way that words 
wdi provide new meanllig ratber than a jab in grammar or the 
sptax.(WiiIliamson, Soundin- Diffaences 64) 

Altering language through deconstniction is an attempt to change outer perwptions 

while making inner feelings appear. h q m g e  comrnunicates, says the world, so thaî if women 

are not satisfied with th& role in society, they have to attack the patnarchal system. 

Paradoxicdly, deconstruction leads to a construction because deconst~cting wïii Iead to the 

d e n c e  and recognition in society of women; "si le patriarcat est pmenu à ne pas fàke exister 

ce qui existe, il nous sera sans doute possible de faire exister ce qui &e"(Brossard, La Lettre 

aérienne 87). In other words, Nicole Brossard "évacue le sens des mots pour ensuite 
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r-er le langage"'. In dowiag for new spaces withli language to be %enderd what 

language ahdes to wiü be changed. Gai1 Scott, a lesbian Canadian writer provides the foiiowing 

concepts that neatly encapsulate the situation: since women have to deal with a "mothertongue" 

(the language of the body) and a "fathertongue" (the language of the law) they mnstantly have to 

shift fiom one to the other, f?om one space to the other (Dybikowski 12). 

A polyvalent writer, Nicole Brossard does not restrict herseifto words. She conjures up 

images, she envisions. For example the recmhg themes of the spiraI or the hologram are 

essential in this perspective. The spiral, for example, is defhitely linked to the notion of 

movement addressed earlier. It expresses the constant search for what is bwied and unapparent, 

wMe it endlessly ûies to corne as close as possiile to the centre ("le centre bhc"). Brossard 

describes the spiral as the gradua1 conquest of space. The spiral is in a certain sense her 

perception of ferninirie wxiting, of how women locate themselves in space. 

b a g h i s  ce jour-là ma pensée: attentive aux mouvements 
qui se déroulent en spirale dans les livres écrits par des 
femmes. Tétais comme saisie par la logique interne qui appelle 
sans cesse des femmes à se fondrdà s'expulser de la forme 
première du coquillage, emportant avec eues le rythme a Ie 
bruit des v w e s ,  se répétant, se modulant, s'arrachant des 
e a q  fertiles et assidues dans le cycle des naissances er 
de la renaissance. Cherchant loin des eaux la bonne m e n c e .  
(Brossard, Le sens amarent 14) 

La Lettre aérienne provides us with a M e r  emphasis on the spiral, which embodies the 

rnovement towards a ferninine cuiture. The s p d  appears on the papa but reférs to another 

dimension, in space, relatai to an aeriai view (ie. a stiift of perspective). Therefore the spiral 

naturally detaches itselffiom the page, as our vision goes deeper and M e r  than the hes on the 

. - 

'idea mentioned by Dr A. Wall 
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sheet of paper are able to do. Brossard wants us to see the volume. In her representation, she 

puts "le sens" (=meaniRg and direction), the meaning, in a circle: it then can hold different 

aspects within delimited boundaies. Still, even the blank spaces are not empty ones, but rather 

spaces to be fïiied, ready to give birth and to engender different points of view by their mere 

presence. Brossard proposes six diagrams (La Lettre aérienne 102-103) which g r a d d y  move 

towards incursions into the territory of what used to be thought of "non-sens" (no meaniag). 

Reatity (le réel et la realité) and fiction evenîualiy O& new codgurations. 

The "spiral" or "spirale" has been identifieci by feminist 
theorists as an appropriate narrative mode1 for contemporary 
feminist writing (different f?om traditional linear circuiar 
narrative structures)(.. .) The spirai offm the possibility 
of repetition without çameness, the celebration of clifference 
dong with retum. (Ehndt 45) 

In ber fourth d i a .  Brossard associates what is outside the circle witù a dangerous 

zone where madnss, delirium and gennis are located. The French word for "delirium" is 

extremely interesting when applied to Brossard's work: "délire" can also be understood as 

"dé-lire", i.e. to undo the reading process, to learn how to "counter-read". Women &ers seem 

to have developed a taste for exbachg new meanings fkom words, in messing parts of them 

that convey a different meaning. In his Poéticwe de I'es~ace, Bachelard devoted a whole chapter 

to the analysis of the s h d  (la coquille). A sheii exemplifies a spiral aufixe and is analyzed as a 

space by Bachelard. According to him, the movement of turning is life, it is a dynamic image. 

Brossard uses the spird as a way to explore space; in this regard, it is interesthg to point out the 

Scandinavian word "skalp", which means "shd", and which is etyrnologically speakmg one of 

the rwts of the French word " d p e r "  (to scalp). It refers to the skin and also to the erosion of a 

space, a personal, physical one. The sheii also relates to a veq interesting aspect: there is an 
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unciassification (ÏÏ is neither maIe oniy nor M e  oniy) of male or fernale character, as it is the 

mixture of both (e.g. a mail). There is an hermaphrodite character linked to that space. In Greek 

mythology, Hermaphrodite was Hermes and Aphrodite's son, an androgyne. The sexuai aspect 

here reflects the issue of being out of the nom, as fàr as sexual preferences are concerned with 

Marlatt and Brossard. Hermapkrodite animais present particularities of both the male and fernale 

sex. W a t t  and Brossard are not part of this category physicdy speakhg, but the sheii rdects 

the ambiguity of being marked and behaving differentiy. The sheii is &O Linked with the sea, 

another space (water) which is dear to the wnters we are interested in here. 

Brossard has ofkn commenteci on her use of the spiral: 

1 like the metaphor of the spiral because it means energy, 
because it is a dynarnic shape and it is also a shape that 
you find at the bottom of the seas and in the cosmos. For me 
it is a moving metaphor. 1 think that we wornen invent, w e  
after curve, our destiny. (O'Brien 132) 

Once again, the genuine character of a "metaphor" in Greek is used by Brossard ("movhg"). 

Presenting her interview with Brossard, Clea Notar comments that "the concept of the spiral and 

its movement through a space is integral to Nicole Brossard's literary polihcs. It is the spiral 

which uitirnately explores the text without penetrating it" (O'Brien 123). In the same interview, 

Brossard declares thai she tries to open a path or make space for a new perspective on reahty, a 

new vision on reality, on fiction, on language (13 1). 

If Nicole Brossard's wnting often turns towards the concept of the spirai, it also widely 

uses the concept of the hologram (Eom "fiolos"=whole and "gramma"=something &en). 

Again, this pattern focuses on the volume in space and space thus rdènhg to a 

tridimensional perspective newIy avaiiable to writing. The hologram is interesthg for it exïsts in 

opposition to reaiity, as it is inscnied in a space îhat is comprehensi'ble y& resistant to our 
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imoduced as an entirely new book (aithough part of the same), is called "hologram". Brossard 

declared that each sentence of Picture Theoy before this last "chapter" was aimed at n#lizing 

this chapter : "Tout le liwe est structuré pour &ver à écrire cet Hologramme" @rossard, 

"Entretien" 180). The hologram enables new perspectives to appear just as it opens up horizons 

with virtuai images. The hologram dso seems to embody the traditional perception of women in 

a patriarchal society: sometimes they are seen, but they are not given a status that would totalIy 

achowledge their existence as women (other than that of womb/men). Through the hologtan, 

Brossard aims at writing about herseras a womm For that purpose 1 would say it is the perfect 

vehicle. The contours of women, invisible for society at iarge, are gradually @en sorne relief and 

enlightened. The hoIogram funciions as a wonderfùl metaphor for seeing the establishment of 

women's identiy, 

(. . .) pour concevoir dans sa langue le mobile qui I'exposerait 
entre le mental et la pensée à l'idée qu'une femme puisse être 
une phrase sonore complète songeant qu'une source de lumière 
cohérente s'apparente au projet de Ia voir venir c'est la 
rumm peau la langue monte c'est réel et déroule le vertige d'y 
voir. @cime Theorv 2 13-2 14) 

Brossard's introduction of the hologram into literature is remarkable. She innovates, 

transgresses, invades spaces Iike no other wnter. For instance, the hologram is luiked to the body 

and sensuality: "Tout corps porte en Iui un projet de haute technologie sensuelle; I'écrhm en est 

son hologramme (La Lettre aéneme 45). As wntiag of the whole, the hologram mcludes 

women. Brossard represents and expresses many wishes shared with oîher women, and her work 

has a tremendous impact on ou. iives, q (mm We. Her writing and concerns eçho intelligedy 

other women's situations. "II m'arrive donc de m'imaginer hologramme, réelle, Waielle, 
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tridimensionnefle dans ia nécessité d'une himière cohérente" (La Lettre aérienne 83). 

Space is someeimes associateci with darhess ( espMy  when one î b k s  about the 

universe, i.e. what extends beyond the last layer of the atmosphere around the earth) and with the 

unknown. Yet in Brossard's Writing, space can be seen as a lighî shinllig on women, in other 

words, where women can have an identity and live in fU consciousiess of themselves. 'Dans le 

lieu qui Ia cerne, la femme n'existe pas, c'est-à-dire qu'elle ne fi& pas sens. Hors du lieu qui la 

cerne, elle apparaît comme non-sens" (La Lettre aérienne 94). 

The notion of 'Vtopia" (fiom the Greek "ou"=not and "toposM=place) is also actively 

present in Brossard's work Claude Beausoleil wmmented that Picture Theory was the book in 

Brossard's oeuvre where the desire for utopia was most strongly feh. in a way, a hoIogram a n  

be çeen as a utopia Obsession is expressed in her writing in the raming appearance of utopian 

notions, in the tàct that there is no place for women Women's space must be imagiaed and 

imagination gives the mobiIe possibility to 6nd and invent that spm-  In that utopia, the spirai or 

the hob- are both means of tram-Mon (movement) and expressions of motions. 

Feminist utopian envisionings are M y  about haginhg 
a place where wornen have power to determjne th& own sexuaf, 
econornic, imaginative, psycho-spM destinies- the i n t e  
of CuitUral symbologies and material reality. 
(Cam, "Daphne hhiaît's Salmon Texts" 79 ) 

There is a "lmjectoire" to be taken,TEMME SKlN TRAJECTOIRE" @.a Lettre 

aérienne 105), that wiii transform reality, that goes through spacs(s) and leads to (aabther 

one@). A trajectory is preciseiy the paîh of a body in space, the body being in that case not 

W o d y  but women. NieoIe Brossard cleariy shows in her books ttiat ha trajectory is a 

thoughtfiil process to arrive at a women-owned space (cornpareci to men who would go for a 
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physical fi&). Both trajectories and the spiral imply a ditection and a focus. Excess in her 

writing does not mean nonsense, especially since nonsense is what she is struggling against: 

De l'ex&, du cercle (comme somme des fiagrnents açaimuIés 
par les ruptures répétées) et du vide, j'en traduirais les 
effets au fëminin par un giissement de sens allant de l'excès 
au ddire, du cercle à la spiraie et du vide a l'ouverture 
comme solution de continuité. (La Lettre aérienne 48) 

Because women have rnostly been eradicated or more or less oblitefated fiom powerfiil positions 

in so*, it is now high time to walk on thai path (TRAJECTOIRE) and use it to drift (dériver) 

fiom initial social conditions. 

"Dériver" is at the har t  of Brossard's writing. There are at least two sets of ocamences 

where it is noticeable. The k t  one is the syntax which drifts, the meanings of words themselves 

adrift. This process involves dinished sentences that push the reader to drift in the void of the 

page in order to co&ont a diffment space. Her writing includes drawings, and somehes 

photographs that have the same kind of impact. In Le Sem ~arent, on page 49, we are 

presented with a rectangk with an "O" printed in the upper left-hand and the lower right-hand 

corner (Le. even ttmkg the book upside down, one wiU se the same picture). The "O" could be 

seen as drifting corn one corner to the other (as opposite); "O" is surprise (Oh!) as weii as "eau" 

in French i.e. "water". These spaces on the page are related to 0 t h  ones (water) and the two 

"Os" could be assimilated to two openings (like two eyes) on a deeper space in a M e  (like a 

window). A few pages later (53), the same M e  is reproducsd without the "Os". We begin to 

comprehend the variety offorms that the notion of dnftuig can assume in Brossard's writing. 

The m n d  OcCuITence of Brossard's &niv is an onornastic one. In Picture Theon/, two 

characters are cded Florence Dérive and Claire Dérive. The name "Florence" leads to the 

isotopy of m e r  :"Fiots"=waves, wtiile CI& gives us "ciaire"=clear. The verb "dériver" is ofien 
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used to descri'be a boat moving away fiom its trajectory. Water is both opposed to outer space 

(meanhg &y, the atmosphere) and a particular space. And in the surname Florence Dérive, 

"Fiorence" reminds of the Italian city, a diffèrent place and coutrtry. Borders seem to graduaily 

disappear in Brossard's books as they are transgresseci. 

Ail these elements lead us to îake a closer look at how the page hctions in Brossard's 

work The page itseifworks as a space within a space (in the book), one which is both delimited 

and open The most striking element in her writing is probably the void, the emptiness (the E n -  

writing) on the page. The whiteness that appears on the page is an open space fôr thinkina a 

potential space repraenting light upon which one can build. The void d o w s  a M towards a 

new perspective, and creates pauses, which compel the reader to read the tact Iike a poem and 

not merely in a strictly linear way (see page 69 in Picture Theorv as an example). By doing 

simpIy what wuld be describeci as something trivial, Brossard makes a deçisive point: the 

possibiiity of mntroiiing and appropriating. 

"The 'blanc' opens the space for a neutralization of meaning 
in a body that is, in this Tpicture Theowl text, si i l  h i a y  decontextuah& ... 
The 'blanc' occurs here as a blank of memory, as an ernptying 
of remembered meaning. (Siemerling 185) 

The void is inserted on purpose; it is by ail means a serious part of Brossard's writing. 

For her, emptiness favours some sort of echo in space: "c'est sérieux le vide! Comme une 

solution de continuité qui assure qu'un corps a beaucoup de retentissement dans I'espace" Q 

Sens apparent 60). The void couid be associatexi with the stiihis of women: on the one hand it is 

the absence of eiements, and on the other hand it is undeniably txh  e. The blanks on the page end 

up attrahg attention for t h d v e s  (the reader wonders what motivated the d e r )  and 
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m p U e  what is around them, i.e. the text itseK "[tla vide dévore de larges sections de papier. 

Les mots s'entassent de chaque côté de ce vide" @rapeau 91). Throughorrt Picture Theoru, 

blanks appear on the page, rnost notabiy in the chapters entitled "La Perspective" and 

"Hologramme"; whereas "L'EMoTIoN" contairis traditional pmiting, i.e. no mmplained spaces. 

The text stands out fiom the page and "bbreathes" w b  surrounded by blanks. Moreoveq the 

reader feels part of the book because it seems iike she (the reader) is d e d  to mate w b t  

works for herseIf in these blank spaces. "Le centre Mac" appears to be a leitmotiv in al1 of 

Brossard's books. An eariier publication was even named after that concept. The usage of "Ie 

centre bhc" is a reminder that, to quote Bakhiiq "[I]a créaiion du poéte ne se situe pas dans le 

monde de la langue, le poéte ne fàit que servir de la langue" (Bakhtine, Esthétique de la création 

verbaie 197). The artishc aspect rnatten as much as what is sigded. The "bblan is an 

opportunity, a clear space: "Le livre est bianc, Ia préface fait rêver1' (La Lettre aérienne 127). 

Brossard explains in ''Lesbiennes d'ecriture" (La Lettre aérienne 126) that wnting is fearning how 

to h e  with "white w&" and to avoid the ghosts (by the latter I understand patriarchal innuence, 

what women had to go througti). "Le m e  blanc" could be understood as the heart (ie. 

something that sustains lifé) of women's existence, and also as what puts women in the middle, 

making them stand under the spotlights on stage (the page). The colour '"white" embodies what 

is yet to be d e n ;  it is usually associated with purity and innocence as well (not yet perverted 

by any system), and underlines the necessary distance separaihg us h m  a maybe more objective 

viewpoint (thanks to a new perspective). The void is represented through the usage of eliipsis 

(the omission in the syntax or style of one or more words, ones which the mind spontaneously 

supplies). Brossard does not ody narrate a story; the  tex^ is fùll of power and dynamim thanks 
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to her thoughts, which are put to action when she &es. As a consequence, the reader is under 

the impression that the wrkhg is "alive", thereby creating a space of commiinication and 

exchange between the miter and the reader. E s p d y  wiien the reader is a woman, she feels 

completely involved, as ifit were the first time that she were diredy addressed. Of course 

Brossard broaches issues that involve women, even though men are not excluded. 

In Picture Theoq, a "scène blanche" is very ofien mentioned (40, 43, 46, 47 ...). h is in 

fàct a love scene between two women lovers. Brossard focuses on the highiy charged energy 

level of the scene, energy that opens up a new space: "le Iivre est ià, entre mes mains, les lèvres 

sont prêtes à parler d'une manière inattendue" (Picture T h e q  40); "nous existons dans la 

laborieuse crbtion du désir dont on n'a pas idée. Ou de l?dée, tout ce qui parvient à 

métamorphoser l'espace mental'' (43). The use of the word "scene" wnnects the text to cirama, 

thereby introducing an additional context and pIacing the reader between reality and unagination. 

Brossard encroaches on sensual territory and is able to elicit our innexmost feeiuigs, to meil 

them and to show th& beauîy. "Textu&ment, je peux dire que sans cette &e, je ne sais pas si 

je serais parvenue a faire surgir 'celle par qui tout peut arriver', celie qui fait 'signe"' (Brossard, 

'75ntretien" 190). Brossard fiirther expIains in her interview thai the "scène blanche" stands for 

the origui, as it is able to give birth to a female d e r  and it can ompy all the space. She 

suggests that the same motive lies hidden behind "le centre blanc" and "la scène bIanche": they 

both represent a desire to say what is essentiai. The relaîionçhip between two women creates 

words that wili later give birtti to this woman who is "abstraite, réelie, fictive, concrète et 

chamelle" (Elrossard, 'Entretien" 197). 

Nicole Brossard innovates in many ways in her writing. The white on the page is only 
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one example amongst many others of her versatile art. Another is the typography, and ha use of 

printed charaeters on the page. It is rather striking just to look at Brossard's books: the print 

(impact and printing) does not resemble arry other book (although more writers tend now to 

employ sirnilar techniques). The texîuai presmthon does not abide by any d e s .  The 

typography, has another rneanïng. Capital Ietrers are usuaily used in the beginning of a sentence 

for instance but, with Brossard, they have a direct role in conveying and underiinmg Herent 

meanings (attracting attention). Although an exhaustive look at everything Brossard does in her 

writing is not proposed here, a few things can nevathe1ess be pointed out: in Picture Theory 

(pages 99 and 101), the reader first notices the way 'e$mrneW is wriîten. The " h  printed like tbis 

has blank spaces in it, as if it were disappearing. It is m m l y  a mixture of "h" (as in 

"hornme"=man) and "H" (as in "Homme"=manhd). Sigdcantly, no space is made for women 

in that word. Brossard implicitly invites the reader to thUzk about such a strange fàct. Later on, 

she uses italics: here again she plays with different levels of understanding. Our eyes 

automatically start playing and are surprised by the change; the words have a greater impact. 

Bold characters intensfi the &èct by providing a stark contrast with the white on the page. 

Brossard also writes in capital bold letters :"TO BE A GOOD GIRL", ahost as if we were 

reading the transcription of another voice, that of patriarchy (expressed in English in the te) .  In 

spite of the impersonal character of the printed letters, we have access to her writin& i.e. not 

only to her text but also to how she writes (a wink f?om her handwriting so to speak). Brossard 

uses every minute detail, making virtuaily everything rneaninghl. Passages are sometimes 

underlined (either a worà, part of a sentence or a whole sentence). Even though my purpose here 

is not to explain each of these instances, 1 wodd like to explain "Aveuglément" (Picture Theory 
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101): the efEim of underlining that word is remarkable as Brossard makes two sides of a paradox 

coincide. The French word meanç "biindy" and underlined, it shows the word better. Besides, a 

few lines later "Powrais les y=" is printed in bold italics, which cornes to reinforce the idea of 

Seeing, it opens up a new space. Around words, Nicole Brossard resorts to dots (Picture Theorv 

I72), dashes (Picture Theory 165, 188 etc), siashes (Picture Theory 37, La Lettre aérienne 144) 

or asterixes (La Lettre aérienne 144). Al1 these signs invade spaces that are not always occupied 

and as such cal1 for attention Inevitably, the reader cannot pursue her readmg without stopping, 

thinking, figuring out new outcornes for her reading strategies. Brossard's books are like open 

doors to a new We. 

Another outstanding feature is Brossard's abdity to dig up the obvious, to highlight 

elements we take for grarrted or, rather, that we have intenialized to the point where we do not 

see them anpore. In French there are two genders in grammar (masculine and feminine); 

whereas the çexual diffaence is expresseci in Enghsh through pronouns (he/she or himher) and 

no specific gender agreement occurs in Engfish. On the other hand, in French, adjectives, nouns 

and verbs agree whenever the subject happas to be feminine. As a native French-speaker, she 

had probably been speaking her mother tongue for a long tirne before realipng the impact and 

. . .  . dsammmons about gender such grammatical agreement conveys. In a way, the fàct that the 

feminine is taken into account and recognized reinforces Brossard's position (although the "e" 

seems to be the only way to show the feminine). But she nonetheless stresses this aspect ( i i ead  

of adding an "e" to the masculine to show the ferninine, maybe there would be a way to h d  a 

feminine tllat is based on sométhing else). Here we see her di to break up (decoostnict) and to 

question everything. She underscores the "e" in order to promote the ferninine, something found 
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in officiai documents fiom Quebec (see Quebec universities' publicity documents for example). It 

can be found in La Lettre aérienne on page 145-146 for instance, in texts that were written more 

than ten years ago. Brossard is defhitely ahad in women's awareness of their situation and th& 

struggie to change th siaianon. 

The final note about Brossard's use of the page is her inclusion of drawings and 

photographs. In the two books I am the most interested in, Brossard seldom includes these 

eIements in her wnting. However, 1 think it is important to underiine these graphic elements since 

they are r&ed to the topic of space. On page 165 in Picture Theoq (Picture), there is a 

geometncd figure thaî fùnctions not as an illustration, but which is printed on the sarne lines as 

the other words on the page. Elsewhere Brossard also widely uses this printing technique. Le 

Désert m e ,  one of her most recent publications, shows that photographs are an integral 

component of her book Right in the middle, there is a reproduction of a file with black and white 

photographs (which bave been retouched so as not to meil  a man's &ce, but to make it appear 

more generic). The spaces wntained within the book are like the pages you turn: each one 

revds another one, and so on and so forth. in Amantes (which can be descnied as the pretext 

of Picture Theory), there are black and white pictures as weii (pages 47, 48, 5 1. ..). Sometimes 

words are added to them, like a voice talking to us. Most of the time the picture refiects parts of 

eiements (a hand, parts of buildings). This technique enables the reader to envision, to look at 

t)nnes differentiy (even colours have dkppeared for us to aüow us get to the core of objects and 

people). Ail the reader's senses are at work whüe we read Brossard, which make the srperience 

of reading wûrthwhile and unique. F i ,  thme are indirect references to paintings in Amantes: 

two chapta have the nom "Barbizon" in them (on pages 53 and 55). in fici, the Barbizon 
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school was a group of French naturalist paimers, the name also being associateci with a viltage 

near Fontainebleau in France. Other arts are thus reIated to litemme as d-erent art fonns 

nourish one another. 

The repfesentation of city buildings and even the mention of a French d a g e  lads us to 

deal with geographical spaces. "PJepuis toujours I'espace nous manque" (La Lettre aérienne 

32). Brossard mai* focuses on urban spaces in many of her books, on the city (the cité-ciîed- 

site). Montreal is the city par arcdence for Brossard. She seems to cherish this place ("mon 

réel") where languages and spaces are a reahty, ma* more noticeable due to the acknowledged 

diversity and separarion. The &y embodies the place of conditioning (by society and men) and, 

as a consequeme, is a site where there is a need for women to fia back. The city is the place of 

the possible, the impossible and the make beiieve. Ai the same tirne, it is the place where one is 

likely to remain anonymous and to s u d .  The heliness emerging fiom the city stands for the 

energy Brossard is seeking. Otherness gradualiy makes its way ùito the city, a creative and .fertile 

space. It is interesting to stress uiat "city'' is often understood as a man-made and d e -  

dominateci space - ironically the French word is ferninine (wornen being connected to the home). 

Therefore "the city is a 'foreign' place, the space of the ûther" (Gould, "Spatial poetics" 3). 

Brossard comments: 

Ii fàudrait entendre deux sens aü mot vue: le lieu et cela 
rejoint le sentiment que l'on a à se sentir vivante parmi les 
bruits et les corps, le Sentiment du lieu, bref une sorte de 
sensualité culturelie; et puis bien sûr, la d e  comme d é  
ce qui renvoie aux insbtutions. (Brossard, 'Entretien" 182-183) 

In an interesting article, Karen Gould argues that "it is precisely th[e] confùsion over 

contemporary urban life that has piaced the city at the m e r  of wornan's search for identity'' 
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("Spatial Poetics" 3). The city is both dangerous and the carrier of hope: "loneliness, 

dehumanization, frustration, defènselessness, inprisonment" (Gould, "Spaîiai Poetics" 4) might 

be waiting between the walls. However, Brossard considers the city diffèredy, transforming it 

into an expression of ferninine concerns. "Plecent texts by Nicole Brossard have succeeded in 

poetically transforming the image of city sidewalks, avenues, and aileyways into a spiraling 

center of feminine pulsations and desires" (Gouid, "Spatial Poetics" 5). According to Barbara 

Godard, her "space is th of the big city, but transfomieci in the imagination by the fhid fértility 

of a woman's passion& preseuce" (Collaboration 337). Picture Theon is a perfect exanq.de of 

such a use of the Citycity Montread, Paris, New York form a triangie of sorts, or three dimensions: 

Paris (Picture Theory 42), the French capitd is a reference to Europe; New York (Picturc 

Theont 45), the Amaican rnegalopolis, and Montreai, a bilinguai and biculturai crossroads. This 

geographical deployment acknowledges the dturai Werences while abolishing the %ontiers @y 

linking them on the same ievel). It also reinforces the movernent of drifting, of not being s d e d  

(women themselves have been settled and are trying to free themselves kom the chains of 

patnarchy). The subway is often cited in Picture Theory which evokes the idea of an 

underground world, in a space characterized by movement. This is a parallel worid that is linked 

to the one we live in but nonetheiess hct ions  accordhg to diffèrent des.  And of course there is 

the overwhelming presence of Montreal throughout Picture Theoq, its streets and bodevards 

(here women are depicted as aiways on the move, itinerant). ''La d i e  me distrait des écnhues 

qui me doment à penser. La die  est cet excès qui me prend comme une vitale exubérance et qui 

me fàit juxtaposer la mer et Ies buildings au moment où j'essaie ... d'écrire" (Picture Theory 49). 

Also, accordhg to E W  Grosz: "[tlhe city brings (...) an aesthetideconornic organization of 
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space and place to mate a semipermanent but ever-changing built environrnent or milieu" 

(Colornina 244). Using Montreal as a centre, Brossard asserts her Canadian and more precisely 

Qu&écoise identity, a step in the direction of asserthg her identity as a woman. Moreover, ifthe 

urban space stands for civilization, thm it is there that something has to be done. Ahhough she 

considers cities as wholes, Brossard graduaiiy erodes them (the streets of Montreai, Centrd Park 

in New York City); cities are dazding places but they can stil l be taken to pieces; even their 

aspects change over time. 

Urban spaces are predominant in Brossard's writing, but one shouid not overlook the 

presence of other spaces. Amongst them is the isiand in Picture ïheory ("Idet-sur-mer, Long 

Island" page 205, "audessus des Îles" page 146, "lac est aujourd'hui visble" on page 108 and so 

forth). The choice of Paris, -Morneal and New York was thus not fortuitous: an island is part of 

each of them. In a way, the isiand is the symbol of women in society, almost engulfed, *out 

direct links to the rest of the world. The island is a space in itseK separateci and surrounded by 

water (an element dear to Brossard as I will point out later in my andysis). In French, Te" is a 

ferninine noun and it is interesting to notice the homonyrn "il" (he), the preSeRce of masculiriity 

here as weii. 

L'iie e est iieu privilégié parce qu'elle renvoie a l'utopie 
et que I'imagùiaire travaille en procédant et de I'utopie et des 
livres que les femmes ont apportés avec des dans I'ile (. ..) 
Dans l'ile le temps agit autrement et l'écriture en témoigne 
par sa fluidité. (Brossard, "Entretien" 1 85) 

Another significant geographical space is the desert (another symboI of where women 

stand). In Pichire Theory, a few references are made to the desert, or more particularly to 

Arizona (45 and 165). Le Désert mauve foaises even more on the desert (and Arizona as weli). 

The desert is an open space, one ready to be built up: it is also a hot space, which can be 
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understood as a sensual environment. The desert also enhances the horizon (the fùture), whick 

clearly detaches itseif (note the similarity between "A" and "hokn".  1 would ever 

suggest the presence of "zone" and "reason" in these words). "The horizon means open you 

eyes on the unknown. It connects e .  and sky, sea and sky. It reminds you of your real height 

and dimension The horizon is invitation" (O'Brien 134). The wlour "mauve" is associated with 

the desert and light, an association lesbian witers long adopted. The desert is also inhabited: it is 

a challenge to live in such a space and to appropriate it. Even though it is an unfertile 

environment, it might nonetheless conjure up some hope and become a women's territory 

(women are generally defined accordhg to their giving birth to chiidren). 

The last geographical space 1 would like to mention here is the continent (i.e. "qui 

conti@'). Agam Brossard works on a large scale, and she changes the grammatical genre of the 

word in French (masculine) to a ferninine one. Moreover she uses the possessive to make the 

concept hers: "Ma continent". In Amantes, a whole section of the book is devoted to the 

exploration of a similar idea: "(ma) c'est un espacejune hypothèse" (105). 

ma continent femme de tous les espaces 
cortex et flot: un sens de la gravité 
qui me met au monde 
(Amantes 106) 

The search for a place of her own is obvious here. Ifgeographical places are naturally associated 

with space, there remain other options of what "space" could be in Brossard's writing. 

Nicole Brossard ofken estabiishes connections between the city and the body. Such an 

assertion can be found in Picture Theorv (page 177): 

Tango, texte---& d e .  Les livres nous répètent 
queiles que soient les d e s ,  ils prennent la forme de 
nos émotions. La nécesçité de certaines postures en amont 
de la pensée fëministe. Oui ce corps se porte stratégiquement 



dans les rues de la Polis des hommes, oui, ce corps déplace 
l'horizon de la pensée, s'il le veut, ce corps est générique. 

On the one hand there is the body as an e n t i ~  whiie, on the other, we hase the human 

body made of flesh and bones. The city is a body on the £kt level since it contains bodies. Of 

course, when I talk about the physical aspect of the city and the body, 1 do not intend to 

eliminate the psyche, an integral part of our bodiiy nature. The body is a corporeal space: one 

that you can touch, feel and see. It is the territory of feelings, of ssaiality. "Tout corps porte en 

lui un projet de haute technologie sensuelle" (La Lettre aérienne 43). Women need to donrinate, 

to know and to be at ease within their own bodies (they are their most private spaces) before 

being able to conquer other spaces. Brossard's wnting is ofien dm-bed as the w~iting of the 

body precisely because she is in favour of a total awareness of the female body, as an 

understanding of themselves for women. For Brossard, witing 

c'est de tout temps faire émerger les inavouables, produire 
a partir du territoire imaginaire coiiectif que nous occupons 
(...) c'est concevoir un lieu entre I'espace mentai, le corps 
et la réalité. (La Lettre aérienne 80) 

Le lieu du texte est devenu le dépositaire du wrps, du sexe, 
de la d e ,  de la rupture et de la théorie qu'il génère et qui 
le régénère. (La Lettre aérienne 45) 

The body has volume in space: it already occupies space by k g .  There remains however, in the 

case of women, the problematic way patriarcbai society tends to o b j w  female being. 

Le corps féminin, longtemps figé (saisi) dans la glace du 
système d'interprétation et de fàntasmes que le sexe patriarcal 
n'a cessé de renouveler, traverse a u j o u r d u  dans son 
rapprochement à d'autres corps de femmes, les dimensions 
inédites qui le rendent à sa réalité. ('La Lettre aérienne 61) 

Mefore women have to go through a process of repossessing their own bodies and making 
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them more than just a material reality. The name itseif of "women" s o d s  inappropriate: some 

ferninist writers andyze the word as "wornb/men", i.e. the woman is the mother, she is d&ed 

accurding to a role, not according to her (her whole self, personaiity, characterisitics as well as 

other roks she is @en in society) or what she can be. That is not the oniy way Brossard rders 

to the body: the skin is a recurring element in her writing as weli (ushg both the French and the 

English word). It is a space which works like a screen (Picture Theow 281) or a veii, a sensual 

territory, that Brossard connects with the idea of a Iink; f?om the inner to the outer and 5om the 

private to the public space picture T h e o ~  204). Moreover, the skin is what is seen by others, 

so ttiae is a need to work on its perception by others. Picture Theory would be the best 

example (see pages 148, 163, 167, 181, 184, 186, 212, 221 etc.) of a text that forges 

associations with slan (Le. something that covers, a layer on the top). "[Cl'etait épidermique ce 

vouloir de la circulation aérienne des gestes spatiaux que la lettre avait initiés. Skin" (E'icture 

Theoq 185). Our skin also changes many times during our lifetime: as a living body, our s k  is 

naturalJy replaced without our noticing. 

Besides the skin, Brossard plays with the concepts of "livre" (book) and "Iévres" fips). 

The latter are extremely important on the levei of touch and feelings, padicularly in conjunction 

with the idea of articdathg speech or sounds (ianguage, communication), and of eating 

(survid). There is an obvious sensual reminder here; in fàct, it is a m o l  of lesbianism. ïhe 

latter crimes Erom "Lesbos", where Sappho was born Thus, even in that làIre/livre, there is a 

suggestion of place. The 6ps are also "borders", i.e. they form the contour of the mouth, 

thedore highlighting the border between two spaces. Moreover, they can move in various ways 

and dispiay various leveis of energy. More importantty, ali ththese elements are Mced together in 
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an effort to provide a total fernaie body. This 1st point is crucial for it is the k i t  step in changuig 

the present situation steeped in patriarchal perspectives. Brossard cornenteci that ifwomen had 

built our cities, then the architecture would be completely different because women would have 

projected a part of their bodies, shapes of their bodies, thei. mincis and emotions (WiiIliamso~ 

Sounding Differences 65). Throughout her work, there is an undeniably deep consciousness of 

the body. 

F i y ,  the tongue is evoked both in the motherhongue (a ianguage of the ongin and a 

language belonging to women) and in the tongue used to convey an erotic act of lesb,ianism It is 

a key element for women to voice their ideas. Elizabeth Grosz provides a usefùI comment on this 

The body can be regarded as a kind of hinge or threshold: it is 
placed between a psychic or lived interiority and a more 
sociopoliticai extenority that produces interiority through the 
inscription of the body's outer surfice (...) The body becornes a 
text, a systern of signs to be deciphered, read and read h o .  
(33-34) 

The body has more than just physical strength, female power. "@3]ans son corps c'est une 

sensation qui ne s'oublie pas dans la représentation de l'espace lorsque ridée voit le jour cingle au 

cerveau les métaphores là où le coeur y est s'enflamment sous l'effet d'une lumière cohérente" 

The concrete space of the body contrasts with a more abstract or generaI one; the two 

can be iinked with what 1 would cal1 the aerial approach The latter provides a difbmt 

perspective and is also a basic element thai constitutes lifé (the air). 1 purposely return to îhe 

notion of perspective: it is a key word for understanding Brossard's work. The &le of Brossard's 

book The Aerial M e r  reveals the importance in the concept. "Je regarde la cartographie d'un 
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ensemble de réalités qui m'ayant traversée, m'initie à l'idée d'une vision aérienne, au projet d'une 

écriture de fiction qui lui répondrait comme en écho" (La Lettre aérienne 63). The issue here is 

not only writing, but a tridimensional aspect is even more prominent. This dimension ailows us to 

see each side of something or someone without fooling ourselves with a singie surface or a single 

aspect. Brossard aims to achieve tridimensional writing by reflecting different perspectives. 

Because she avoids a hear vision, she opens space and discovers-hers new spaces. The aeriai 

letters detach themselves h m  the page. 

La lettre aérienne, c'est ce qu'il advient de moi (par écrit) 
lorsque lentement se met à l ' m e  une émotion qui m'ouvre à 
d'autres fornies existentielles (. ..) c'est le fàntasme qui me 
donne à lire et à écrire en trois dimensions, c'est mon laser. 
(La Lettre aérienne 65) 

There is a fascinahg passage in Picture Theory where each word seems to jump off the 

page and extends its rneaning, prose to be read Iike poetry, with a lot of spaces that make sense: 

Cosmos osmose cosmos mule ,  avive, a-vide, gravite, l'afEme 
la mère la femme la femme: (human mind)(. . .)Aérienne. Décembre 
la neige. Vi'ble pour une fois; vienile. (Picture Theory 133) 

The punctuation alters a traditional rhythm of reading, surprises us, and extends ceriain spaces in 

the sentence while erasing others. Almost an obsession in her writing, the expression "la lettre 

aérienne" çan be found in Picture Theorv on page 148: "C'était donc cela qu'elle cherchait au 

coeur de la lettre aérienne, cela cette phosphorescence dans la nuit comme une permanence 

ferninine prenant relief dans la pierre". Details such as those found on page 15 1 in Picture Theory 

("Flight 743") are connected to aerial space. However, the new concept Brossard devdops in 

relation to a e d  space is whaî sbe calls "Skywriting" (given in EngM in her French 

publications). Skywnting accompanies the r e h g  idea of writing differently, with a new 

perspective, volume, and occupying another space ("a not her" space that would becorne hm).  
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The sky is vast and Its boundless heighî enables an d e s s  upward movement; ambition has no 

iimit ("Étoile Elame audessus des iles de l'aride zone" (Pichire Theory 146). Ha Sky (sk-r) 

wnting embodies the ihcate  links between space and writing. 

La voix humaine: S K Y - m G .  La vision est aérienne ou ne 
sera pas. Car i ' i i  appde La fluidité comme un courant 
d'énergie transforme la réalité en "un cantique astral". Falaises. 
Météorites dans Ie texte. Owerture. (Picture Theory 147) 

Brossard reaches for the whole universe, hoping to find a better place while doubting a. 

the same time the worth of such an entreprise. "Sb-writing: (...) Les yeux interrogent le del, 

fous de doute" (Ficture Theory 168). She endessly crosses borders as she navigates. This trans- 

lation accounts for the i d e  use of the isotopy of air and water. Air and water permit a certain 

& d o m  of movement whde our bodies atternpted to adapt. These elements are essemial for 

sustaining Me. NicoIe Brossard is performing women's own conquest and exploration of space. 

In Brossard's work, there is also a deveiopment about a spadtime corrtinuum. "The 

kinds of world we inhabit, and our understanding of ou.  places in these worlds are to some 

extent an effect of the ways m which we understand space and time" (Grosz 97). Brossard 

establishes a link between the two conepts just as she questions ow relation to them: 

Espace-temps-mobilité dans lliistoire a même sa peaq de 
manière a pouvoir distinguer Ies moments où nous en sortons, 
ceux où il nous est nécessaire de la réintégrer, si possi'ble 
pour en changer le COUS. (La Lettre aérienne 66) 

Some feminists rek  to "herstory" instead of "history"; maybe that is what Brossard aims at too, 

in her own ternis. She considers that space and time have been altered by our way of He and by 

the way we "*" them (in La Lettre aérienne pages 81-82). She also links that perception 

of space and time to her identity as  a lesbian If today's society has h e r  taboos than that of the 

past, it is still. rather cautious or not very accepting as fàr as homosemrality is concerneci, 
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especially amongst women. That is the reason why space and tirne have to be changed to 

incorporate lestiians in the worid at the dawn of the twenty-f%st century, to be part of history and 

not held back. "La lesbienne crée espace et temps; elle est toujours d'un autre temps" (ia Lettre 

aérienne 108). For Brossard, lesbians make sense accordhg to their own terrns, they determine 

the oid ones. 

Space throughout Brossard's work is therefore very often associateci with an "emotional 

territory", which 1 would link to a mental space as weii. These aspects are of the utmost 

importance and typicd of Brossard's approach to space. The process of becoming women ("on 

ne naît pas W e ,  on le devient" (De Beauvoir 13)) includes the need to grasp M y  the meaning 

of what we are. Of course language is closely related to the notions 1 am dealing with here, as it 

is one way to express them. 

[LJes mots représentent l'enjeu quotidien d'une écriture de 
combat. De manière à étendre l'espace mental qui alunente le 
corps, nous for- ainsi a redéf'uiu des mots tout aussi 
simples que: sommeii, vertige, mémoire, inteilîgence, expérience. 
@a Lettre aérienne 59) 

The idea of a gender-spdc mental space can mean that men and women think and perceive 

differently (th& Iogic, rationality and imaginaton are supposedly divergent). Brossard ofien 

refêrs to "mernory" (the mental Wty by which recalluig takes w), which differs for men and 

women as îhey have not experienced life in perfect symbiosis. They therefore evolve in separate 

spheres, encomtering common events as weii as fàcing problems arising h m  a basic dichotorny. 

Tire mind is aIso the place where fiction, the imaginary and reality iive together. 

[Clelui ou celle qui n'a jamais pu parier la réalité de ses 
perceptions (. . .) à qui l'on empêche politiquement ou 
patriarcalemerrt ia conquête de son propre territoire émotionnel 
(...) saisira que l'identité est à la fois quête et conquete 
du sens. (La Lettre aérienne 44) 
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Brossard irnplies that ernotions are a key element in solving women's dilemma. "MV. est 

entrée dans le processus de l'émotion idhie (...): résoudre l'énigme" @cture Theow 166-167). 

In order to give her writirig a s p d  exnotional charge, Brossard uses unusual images, such as a 

"Sphypogramme" CPicture Theow 167), the graph of someone's pulse. That acçounis for rny 

saying earlier that her writing f d s  Iike a h a î  beating. 1 have never reaiîzed and felt ''being a 

woman" to such an extent More reading Brossard; this is because she talks to and about me as a 

womim, and appeais to emotions that are f à m h  to me. In doing so, Nicole Brossard a a d y  

mates a space, that of understanding. She deconstnicts the mindkme in which we are 

conditioned. 

This is not a simple Manichean point of view, for the process calls for a redfition of 

the space in which a woman cm &. Here 1 am writuig about ha, she who lives in a place east of 

where 1 stand today, and still, 1 feeI we in a common space, not because we know each o h ,  

but because we are both womwi. We may even be extremely Mirent. 

As most of her writing is autobiographicai, Brossard opens up her private space to 

reinforce her intellecaial position, bashg her discourse on f'acnial experience. She says that the 

Gct of being a l&ian "gives you much more fkedorn to express the essentiai in you because you 

are not restrained by sexual or spirihial bondage to men. That gives you an enonnous space to 

explore, d y z e  and dare statements" (O'Brien 13 1). The autobiographid space in writing is 

startling for it is not a genre as clearly d&ed as the other ones. It is th&re the ideal vehicle to 

pass between fiction and reality (an' opposition that interests h a  so deeply), and W e e n  the 

personal and the universal. Everything works like a symbo1 with Nicole Brossard, like the f2ke 

titfe of a book she @es b&re ''HOLOGRAMME" (in Picture Theoryj: " Faire d e r  ce qui 
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existe, essai". The latter word also means "a try" in French, and undoubtedly, Nicole Brossard 

tries. Aithough Brossard cornes across as a decisive d e - h m ,  there is stiii a long road aheaà of 

us. To imagine ourselves. To be. Nicole Brossard's work with her words lets her readers dive 

into her powerfiil and sornetimes breahtakhg h g .  

L'essentiel c'est ce qu'il y a de l'autre côté de la ligne 
sémantique patriarcale et d a  nous devons i'imaginer avec 
nos corps rayonnants et tridimensionnels, portées vives comme 
de fluorescentes citées dans la nuit patriarcale. 
(La Lettre aérienne 75) 
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CHAPTER II DAPHNE MARLATT 

"Terri-stories" : an inner and outer jouniey in order to search for her mother as weii as a 
women's territory. 

Les "his/terri/toires" de Daphne Mariatt: la quête de la mère et d'un territoire féminin. 

imagine opening the gate.. . 

i want to imagine behg in my element, she said 
(MarIatt, MYakE17) 

where women meet where the words f'açe up, are heard-i 
know what you mean-in these d houses waüs are 
falling. 
(Marlatt, sa!as 26) 

The discovery of Nicole Brossard's work can be a fkckdng and astonishing sep, one 

which leads to the development of a lasting taste for her wrÎting. A similarly captivating 

experience awaits the readers of Dapbne Marlatt. When 1 first read Marlaît's work 1 was startied 

and bewildered. Whenever 1 refer to her "work, 1 rnean the totality of her publications, alùiough 

one has to acknowledge the changes and evolueions in each of her books. Therefôre a work B is 

not wnsidered as one piece but rather like a puzzle which creates an ongoing "work" out of vay 

Mixent pieces. The reason for my bewildennent lay deeper than in the simple k t  thai 1 was 

encountering a work written in a language that was not my naiive tongue. The veq concepts of 

reading and understanding were suddenly out of my reach For one has to halt and think, then 

leam how to adopt a diffèrent approach and to posit new methods for deciph* a text so 

different f?om standardized ones, in order to grasp their meanings. 
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Brossard and Mariatt, two Canadian women of the same generation, stand arnong those 

women who have taken a decisive step towards difference, one that would be perceiveci not as 

alienation but rather as awakening, awareness and recognition. Their art consists in creating and 

questioning. They write (right) about women, th& srams, feelings and desires. Given their 

similanties, rny choice to study them together seemed obvious. Their writing attracted me as they 

both tackle comparable issues. Moreover, each respects the work of the other and has 

collaborated in a number of projects; either with Marlatt tra~slaîing Brossard's poems or in 

working together in jounials and conferences. 

Daphne Marlatt's work relates to the issue of space in both a similar and a ciiffirent way 

than Brossard's. Two major ciifferences lie in the linguistic discrepancy as weii as  the 

geographicai one (Marlatt lives in Victoria, in the Western part of Canada, whereas Brossard 

iives in Montreal). My study d show how these basic elements affect their writing, on the one 

hand ernphasizhg their uniquenesq and on the other drawing lùiks with one another. 

As women, our social space is that of paûiarchal society: it is where women live. 

Whatever space women occupy would be challengeci at some poht by a male order, however, 

Brossard and Marlatt can be considered as spokespersons whose enlightening words open doors 

and fissures in which women would give birth to ano- social system or hierarchy. Let us now 

enter MarIatr's "teni-stories" (Mklatî, Salvane 72), her perception of what was, is, and could be. 

Tenitories, space and stones are beautif'ully comb'med in Marlatt's writing as 1 

attempt to demonsaate throughout this chapter. Her writing is characterized by wit, powerfùl 

words, images, and creaiivity. Therefore it d d  be d e s c n i  not or@ as ciarnling, but also as 

dïfEicnilt to handie. It stands as a challenge to decipher and to appreciate, althou& once the 
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reader embarks upon the irrteiiectual journey Ma& offers, discoveries of hidden or imknown 

aspects of what it takes to be a woman, as well as new knowledge, await in the depth of her 

books. Yet, she brings ber readers to these impressions in different w a p  h m  Brossard. 

F i  it is important to underline Marhtt's background to understand how her w r h g  has 

been infiuenced. She was boni in Melbourne, Australia (the daughter of British parents), then the 

fàmily moved to Penang, Malaysia ( d u e  she grew up), and finaiiy they emîgrated to Canada. 

Her British roots appear through language and colonialism - prevaiting in aii these places. As a 

wnsequence, " home ", t&e place where one feels one belongs or which inspire warmth and 

pleasant memones, has always been a vague notion. Marlaît's parents kept refming to Great 

Britain as "home" although she never associated herseIf with it. On the contrary, she offen 

declares that Vancouver is the place she fkst fklt she belonged (she stili iives in British 

Columbia). " 1 never fed located as 1 do here, it's physical as m c h  as anything - familiarH 

(Marlatt, What Matters 152). Vancouver Po- Steveston. What Maîters and -y i f  her 

publications reflect her attachrnemt to this region The lack of a space that she wodd cal1 home 

explains her desire to find her own space, which wodd also be women's. Because she amVed in 

Canada relatively young, she better adapted to the country. But her previous places of residence 

filled her with sounds, dialects, colours, sxnells, landscapes that were to have an impact on ha 

writing. The multiplicity of hguages and places she fâced as  a child enabled her not to be 

caught in one system, and awakened her to the diversity and richness of dflerent spaces. Her 

h c i d o n  with languages wiii later be echoed in Zocaio and How Hua a Stone, when 

undertaking both an inner and outer jomey, shifting places and spaces, experiencing writmg off 

limits. As a -dent, Marlatt also lived in Wisconsin for a while, never feeling quite cornfortable 
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in the United States (see What Maiters). Living in different places and encomtering different 

mentalities, as weii a s  reading meRSiveIy, gradually shaped her writing. In a recerit reading in 

Calgary, she stresseci the fàct that there are certain books she could not write now. It seems that 

each place and experience gave birth to a book and then she moved on, with both her life and her 

waing. Her m o h g  (outer joumey) was accompanied by a personal evolution (mer jomey). 

There is no lineanty, in either Marlatt's Iife or writing: both are characterizsi by 

dispIacement, irreguianty, breakdown and deconstruction. She d e s  against a linear concept of 

our existence" ("There1s This and this.. ." 32). Watt 's  writing flows in spiral, a feaiure she 

shares with Nicole Brossard. "mhe blaze of light we are, spirai l ."  (ïouch to MY Tonrme in 

Thesen 197). CircIes, spheres, spirals are shapes women associate with. Furthmore, Marlatt 

establishes iinks with other women's works and "I'ecrinire ne se termine pas avec le livre, mais se 

poursuit en spirale dans Ouen is Broken de Betsy Wariand" (Godard, " Mon Corps" 94-95). 

Marlatt also uses the image of the sheii (the latter notion has been developed and iinked to the 

spiral in the previous chapter) to express the idea of a spitalling space inside of which she feels 

caughî; "i feel 10% iayer on layer of place, person. dramatis personae. the nameless creahire i am 

at the hem of this manychambered sheii is getting overlaid, buried under " (Mariatt, How Hug a 

Stone 65). 

How Hus a Stone not only refers to places, but each part is illustrateci by a map, clearfy 

indicating the route. In that case, space is de6nitely material, reai, something we can name and 

draw on a sheet of paper. SimiIarfy, Marlatt is always searching for "a nameless space 

@re)occupied by names" Taken 129). This book presents itseif like a jounial, 

recounting each step and impression. 
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Zocaio and Month of Hunerv Ghosts (*ch can be found in Ghost Works) are accounts 

of other travefs, respective to Mexico and Malaysia. Ziicalo means "square", i.e. a meeting 

place7 and the narrative is "invaded" by Spanish words and expressions, which help the reader to 

fkel the atmosphere of the p h .  In Ziicalo, Mariatt travded to Mexico with a fiend, a 

photographer. Once again, Mirent "eyes" and feeiings tilled the place. They visit several 

moments as weii, which aIso trans-late the reader into the past. SyrnboiicaUy, she mentions an 

island called "Isla Mujeres", wbich stands for wtiat she strives to attain: a space for women, 

detached, as well as ~ ~ e c t e d  to the rest of the worid, recogmzed and valuable. It was named 

d e r  the shape of the island Iooking like a woman's body (the link between women's body and 

space is once again established). Zocalo is also punctuated by passages entitled "night": the night, 

darkness, is a symbol of danger and possibilitieq as weii as a syrnbol of where women stand at 

the moment, gradualiy moving out of the ni&. 

In Month of H m  Ghosts, the reairring image of the snake stands for a renewai, a 

change of skin and appearance: th& is exactly what Mariatt attempts to do with language and 

women's staais. It is also a recuning image in her Me ( "1 can't get past the snakes in my He" 

(Marlatt, Ghost Works 83)) and in her writing (see the fint paragraph of Month of Hunw 

Ghosts (Marlatt, Ghost Works 76), or How Hun a Stone on page 38). Be* in such a place 

hi@@ her inab'iray to transIate certain things: "How can 1 write of alI ttiis? what language or 

what structures of ianguage wi cany tùis being hm?" (Mar& Ghost Works 82). This takes 

us back to the unspeakat,k, the spaze Mariatî is trying to raich 

Both Brossard's and Marlatt's works embody a new wave of writing (thai bas been 

changrng with the), someîimes refmed to as "fictiodtheory", i.e. a writing influenceci by 
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European and North Arnerican theoreticians, which, in th& hands, tunis into a novel 

implernmtation of such theories or into theories in th& own ri&. "This fictivertheory cross 

genre writing is a practice shared by a mimber of mntemporary lesbian writers whose ttimretical 

t a s  provide a hming critical context" (Williamson, "It &es" 177). They do not write with the 

sole purpose of t e h g  a story or expressing specific feelings. Writing is a tool for searchmg out 

an idem, one to claim and to share with other women Ma& openly uses fiction, i.e. the 

imagination, to build: 

The imagination is a carpenter, basically. 1 stiii go back to a 
very early sense of what the poem is, & that was a house that one 
consîructs, with doors & windows & diffkrent roorns & perspectives 
inside it, that any reader can walk inside. Ifthe poem stands, it 
stands iike a house. That one can walk inside of & look out this 
window, look out the door, look thru the halls, into îhk rom, into 
a whole vista of roorns. But the reader has to be able to move around 
inside it, & the solidity of that structure is the work of the imagination. 
(Bowering, "Given This Body" 87-88) 

Thus the poem is an open s p x e  thanks to imagination (what Bachelard & "ia maison 

cosmos") within which the writer and the reader connecf a sort of deiayed discussion where 

each visits the other's thoughts and fhds hdr&eshed and educated through sucb a process. 

Eaçh womq haihg fiom different backgrounds and experiences, can relate to MarIatt's writing 

and feel an entire range of emotions. This genuine feeiing of recogniting a thought or an motion 

thai has always been there is especially weli artidated by Mariatt. Her writing is a process, a 

graduai building up of a structure within which women couid hear the echo of their voices, and 

fel wmfortab1e and free. At the same time, she does not wnte to assert thoughts or vehmently 

prove points. Rather she engages in a process through &ch her thoughts develop, never 

knowing in advance acactty where she is heading. Marlatt constantly works and evolves. The 

publication of Saivape in 1991 is an example of her contirnious work, as she twk some of her 
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earlier poems and "these poems were subsequedy exposed to a second 'take' based on b] 

feminist reading and thought of the late eighties and re-read in that light" (Mariatt, Salwe 

foreword). She does not only move on, but she aiso goes back and forth, a Jarnis-fàced 

movement which aiiows her writing to evolve perpetually. The intermixing of her work and 

others' makes her more recent publications ever stronger. Through this mowig gro* her work 

has gained an undeniable maturity. 

She acknowledges that her writing: 

has always been h m  a women's perspective, ba a change 
occurred in its focnis, &ch uSed to be largely on what men 
thought and how i stod in relation to th.  Then i began to 
be aroused by women - aroused on alI levek, the inteil- 
the erotic, the imaginative, the spintual, the domesticY ail 
at once - the focus shifted entireiy. (Warland, Inversions 13 1) 

As a consequence, her writing now encompasses more eiernents that deal mainly with women, 

and thus belongs to fernininey feminist and Iesbian writing. Due to her personal shifting kom one 

position to another, her writing asserts her identity through movement. 

To read Marlatt is an unsetthg proces for she is on a quest. She stniggles with 

language, and just as Brossard does in her work, deconstnicts to reconstnict, hence the straigth 

and power of her writing. 

Ming a way to write her in, her and her, write she, write 
suck and rush, hîgh and daring to be, attaches her body to 
words where they stick to her lichg at old holes, tongue 
lashings, lashings of min as at no one. writing their dl, 
sphhing around in the rnuck, dure of the m e n t  she 
rides th& rushing out, tier and the words allfwial. 
w a t t  Salvap;e 25) 

What is at stake is not oniy writing, but writing in. In other words she seeks to create a place 

for "her" and "she", i.e. women, to find space(s) that wodd be women's. Her reflections expand 
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from her perception of "'arperience' as a western wbite woman iu patriarchal cuhure" to i 

western feniinist Iesbian in society. As such, "her writing develops autobiographidy' 

lJWïamog "It gives" 178). Autobiographicai elements can be found in her work that highlighi 

her opinions, or explain why she is concemed with speciftc issues; and this, despite the fàct she 

clauneci on several ocdons that her work was not autobiographical. The reader has access to 

several books &en by Marlaît, several autobiographical works rather than entire 

autobiographies. Each one gives an idea of the whole but does nat cover her entire Me and nor 

give ail her personal viewpoùits. In the prefàce of Ghost Works she writes: 'None of thk is 

fiction" (VI[), in other words not imagination; however both iifè and fiction overlap. Her books 

deal rather with aspects of her iif" without being an exhaustive portrait of her thoughts and 

deeds. Yet, Mariatt's life, or what we know of it, reflects the type of exotic and unusual events 

that people most often imagine they wiii encouriter in the most romanticized of novels. Her 

unusiial deSnny accounts for both her origidky and her a b i i  to perceive fâcts fiom different 

perspectives. 

Among the characteristics shared by Brossard and Marlatt, there is a basic inability, or 

the cnticsrnability to label her works as prose andlor poetry (although such labeis are not 

required to categorize whatever is published). Marlati and Brossard play with genres, write in the 

magins, and their work therefore becornes another genre. To accept the des of either prose or 

poeby would mean to accept their systematic patterns, and to be judged according to those 

principles. By estabiishing dinerent trends, these writers shift standards. Their work does not 

dow for any judgrnent based on commonly accepted sets of des. A true appreciation of their 

wriang, aithough a somewhat idealistic appreciaîion, therefore depends on the readeis ab* to 
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approach this witing with an innocent eye and an open min& fiee fiom indoctruiation. If in what 

follows 1 sometimes refer to "prose" and "poetry", these references are made only for practid 

reason since we must always bear in mind what 1 have just discussed about these generic 

Whether in her novels or in other books published by Marlatt, her writing seems to be 

closer to what we normalIy cal1 poetry rather than prose. Although a subjective reaction, this 

staternent aiiows us to see fom and content as an inextricable mixture, probably because of the 

density and power of her writing. The way she and Brossard write has not yet received a name, 

except under the general reading of "ferninine writing". As îàr a s  the notions of prose and poetry 

are concerned, it seerns that Marlatt is herseif çonfused. In an interview with George B o w e h  

she explainexi that: 

both of them have nothing to do with the way they look on the page, 
but with the way the Ianguage is movhg. A particular kind of attention 
to language. Simply that standard prose is written a s  iflanguage was 
transparent. You're not seeing it. Poetry is written with the awareness 
that it's not transparent, that it is in FdCt a medium, & that you are 
operating in it thanks to it. (Bowering, "ûiven This Body" 62) 

To be sure, this explanation defines her work in general. "It is poetry which pushes the b i t s  of 

this system, speaks in corresponding Werences (ciifferences which speak ta each other)" 

(Scheier 1 89). 

Mariatt always acknowledged the impact of the Black Mountain poets on ber work 

Duncan, for instance, lefi an important mark on her writing regarding rime. "Rime is part of the 

body of language (...) is a mode of thking, is one of those non rational modes of thougtit" 

(Bowering, "Given This Body" 84). She avows that her mentors were Charles OIson, Robert 

Duncan, Robert Creeley and their masters, William Carlos Williams (whom she studied for her 
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MA), Ena Pound and Louis ZukofYcy (Scheier 19 1). 

Mariatt's texts do not abide by any generally accepted niles or rhjttims, meaning she 

does not stick to one accepted pattern but transgresses what exists (i-e. she transgresses 

patriarchal des). It is lefi to the reader to fuid within herseif the way to comprehend (from the 

Latin "comprehendere": to seize or to grasp the meaning of) the text. The whoIe process takes 

place on a level where each particular text is in the process of building something. This is the 

level of writing done by women for women. Daphne Marlatt definitely is a breathtaking p e t  or a 

"weaver of words" (Cole 6); an expression that is extremely appropriate to the deconstruction 

and construction, and that is r e W  to the myth of Penelope (I will take on that aspect in more 

detail later on in this chapter). Mead of çticking to concepts like prose or poetry, critics have 

been using the expression "long p e m  fonn", when thinking of Mirlatt. To the exteni that Tauch 

to MY Toneue a p p m  in The New Low Poem Antholow (edited by S.Thesen). It seems that 

many of Uarlatt's texts fit in tbis "category", which d d  be describexi as a bridge W e e n  prose 

and poetry. Ha wnting is aI1 the more interesthg and astonishing as she works on language 

(each word is carefidy chosen in each line) and length @ce a narrative form). However, if it has 

the length of a short story, it stiu neeh the attention a poem usually r e q d  of its reader. The 

long poern extends the space within which d e r  and reader fhction, increasing possiibilitie~ of 

expression and interpretation It is d e d  "long poem" because one assumes that a lyric poem h 

to be shorter or presented differently (with a set margin and the verses altogether etc.), but why 

not cal1 these texts poems and -and the concept instead of creating another one? "[Women 

are skilled at stepping into spaces (fom) created by the patriarchal superego and cleverly 

subverting thm" (Scott 110). As wnters like Mariatt are concerneci with deconstnicting and 
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constni* it seems that they might prefer their works ro be d e d  Merently tban the "nom" 

they are seeking to aiter. 

Mariart and Brossard dernonstrate a moving power in th& writing. By "moving", I mean 

the power exerted on the reader, one thaî takes the latter to another dimension, another space. 

They are striving to h d  the means to settle into a brand new space correspondmg to our 

(wornen's) asphions According to Robert Kroetsch, "Canadian writing is the writing dom of 

a new place" (Kroetsch 4 1) on a broad scale, an idea wbich implies that Mariait or Brossard have 

to undertake the assertion of their @litid) identities on the b e l  of their wornen's i d W .  It is 

interesthg to notice that Ma& d e i i i e l y  emphaias her links with women in Quebec, 

despite the fact that they may be moving in diitèmt directions (foaising on issues that are 

specific to Quebec) in Quebec due to their linguistrc and cuItural diiTerences. However, Marlatt 

includes works written in F m &  m her references and fkequently uses them. Moreover, Marlatt 

understands the French language very wefl (she translatai a book by Francis Ponge for her MA 

thesis, and closely worked with Brossard as 1 mention& eariier). Janice Williamson remarked 

that the two epigraphs to Touch to Mv T o m e  "suggest how Mariait has come to write at the 

intersection of two traditions in the bi-national Canada!Québec connections wbich circulate in 

some cuntemporary feminist writing" ( W i i n ,  "It gives " 171). Such m o h g  interaction is 

essentiai to her work As a writer in an officdly brlmgual country, Ma& crosses hguhbc 

borders in her collaborative works. She translates Brossard and îrans-lates (mov2ment as a 

shifting across). In other words there is a double foais on language and movement. A translation 

is never a simple copy of a t d  in a dBkenî Ianguage as there is dways an eiaboration of form 

and perception as weii. Even wi.iere it is accoqanied by a fait visiile clmges, translation 
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aiways involves a rnov- f?om one linguistic systan to another "IT]m&îion is a kind of 

rewriting which at the same time creates Merence" (Homd 44). This phenornenon ocaus in 

Mariait's traaslation of Brossard's MAUVE where the latter is entitled MAUVE a readinq by 

Ma&. In this s p d c  tex& MarIatt both performs a translation and an imerpretation. Very 

ofterS a translation carmot be limited to a lited adaptation of one language by anoth= the 

translater rnust bt convey the ideas even if this obligation hpIies not using the equrvalent 

words in another langwge. In the case of Brossard and Mar@ the collaboration goes men 

fiirther, on the level of understanding and learning, as it rnoves beyond a set of data made 

available to a group of people. Mariatî took the liberty to add certain elements in her "reading" of 

MAUVE for she uncovers important points that cannot othefwise be expresd in English. Each 

language fostm parbcular mindsets or -. Transiations must thedore deal with these 

moving perspectives where culture plays a fiindamentai role. Marlatt d e l i i e l y  adds spaces, 

words, men an entire passage (in a part where Brossard had used English words Ma& 

replaced "for real" by "For (the) real") or plays with grammar to get doser to Brossard's 

meaning. They also collaborateci in "CharactedJeu de lettres" (hkhtt, Salvage 103- 1 10) and 

Brossard's Le Désert mauve fOcuses on the issue of tmdation withül the same language (an 

issue that is also tackled by Marlatt between British and Canadian English). The concept of 

transIation as movemexrt between jmpaks tberefore appears to be at the core of th& 

c o n m .  Ma* is not restricted to French and Englisb. Growing up in Malaysia, she 

enmuntered d i f f m  dialects, and laîer saiswi the gap between Brmsh and Canadian En&h 

Sparrisb is aIso wideiy d in %cido. She "writes in the spaces between and mong lansuages" 

(Banting 163). Brossard's and Mariait's persanal evoiuîion wdd be d e s c n i  as a trans-won, a 
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sbi€t which mdted m th& being involveci in completeiy &em spheres. Theu works re£iect 

this difference: for insbnce, one of hiatfatt's n o v a  Ana Historic , "is about the shift that can 

happen in a woman who bas thou& of herseif as heterosexual but who discovers that she has 

emered another space, a marginal space in our culture, where her passionate rehionships are 

witb other women" (Wartand, inVersions 128). These women tend to translate each other and to 

trans-Iate themselves, both indMciuaüy and together. In the foreword of Salvage, Madatt wrote: 

The Quetiecoise poet and nove l i~  Nicole Brossard, initiated our 
exchange of " W r m a n c e s "  with 'Mauve" which i translate. adding 

a coda on the intimacy of the experience of translating. (Saivage 1 1) 

Trans-lation is here refmed to as "transforniances", i-e. changes andor movements or 

shaping something differentiy. In this respect, Mariait is a aeator/create-hm. Trans-lation is a h  

a performance as an action takes place. For Marlatt, "d wnting is a kiud of translation" 

(Bowering, "&en This Bodyf' 57). In a captivaîing article, Susan HoIbrook analyzes ttrther 

Matlatt's technique: "it is crucial tbat [she] be unfaithfiiI to words that delimit her experiençe, that 

she use trarislation and aggression to gaivanize a trans-gressive practice" (HoIbrook 12). Wrth "- 

Gression" standing for step, a march fiom the Latin "gradi", HoIbrooKs perspective stresses not 

only the sMbg but also the moving forward. Along the same lines, "trans-" means "across" and 

emphasizes a crosshg of borders, thus drawing a Mc beîween two spaces either by linking them 

or by establishmg signifiant paraIl&. Although Maslait dweils on margins, there is also a 

trespassing of the Lines drawn by patriarchal society. An eariier publication of Marh  -as 

entitied Frames, in which she opedy.àisiorts and crosses the fiames normaily applied by our 

society. Trans-lahng tram-forming, and trans-gressing enable Marlaîi to reach the o t k r  side 

where the otherness wilI M e  away or disappear in people's consciousness for to rema. and 



The patriarchal version was aiways the version, and now we know 
that's not tme. We can throw out that powerfiü We article. 
When we change language, we change the building blocks by 
which we construct our reality or even our past "reaüty", 
history. (Williamson, Soundinr! Differences 188) 

Linking and moving back and forth movements between two different spaces are also 

present in Marlatt's and Betsy Warland's publications of love poems addressed to each other. 

This "couple" of books represerrts a prmiere in North America: it was the fht time that such a 

work was published by two lesbian lovers. Touch to MY Tonme and Qxm is Broken are a 

series of poems written during the first year of their relationship, poems that were not meant to 

be published. Mer "[their] manuscripts were (...) solicited by a publisher (. ..) [theyJ began to 

realize the importance of creating a literary space for books like @en is Broken and Touch to 

'We cross over many borderlines, we inhabit many bordedands" (Scheier 193). The 

shifts f?om one place to another? fiom one self to another, are crucial to these women's qu-. 

Mariatt's involvement in many collaborative or "plural" works perpetually r e k h e s  her vision 

and gives her the irnpetus for a writing in progress. Furthemore, as J. W i b m o n  e x p h :  

The 1983 Women and wordskes femmes et les mots Contèrences, more 
public readings in feminist bookstores and women's spaces, women writers' 
workshops and retreats? women-only anthologies, feminist participation in 
govemment granting agencies, the extension of féminist book distn'bution 
networks, and increasing interventions by feminists within the academy 
to iden* sexist criticai and instmitional practices. AU of these actMties 
enabled and were enabled by women Iike Mariatt wfio worked to 
make possiile a fèmùiist public sphere through editorial, oqgmidond, 
teaching, and creative work ( W i n ,  "It gives" 173) 

Of course, the spaces created through sich actions by and for women are due to 

individual and collective e6ort.s. There is a need for solidanty arnong women in order to achieve 

a new status acknowledging the disparilies and discrepancies between women Thaî step had 
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long k e n  taken by Mariatt who, questionhg the pronoun "I", wondered how she could translate 

herseif as a woman She realiEed that "when we d e  1 we discover that this sbguh çolumn 

with its p e d d  and cap, this authorized capital letter, fàr h m  being monoIittiidy singuh is 

fiill of holes a wind blows througb, whispenng contradictory images, echoing others' words" 

(Scheier 192). Therefore, she states her dissatisfàction with language as we have inherited it. As 

a woman and a poet, the focus on ianguage is consequently of the m o s t  importance, an urgent 

In musing with mothertoneue, beginmg with the very first paragraph, we sense that 

language is a living body "we enter at birth" (45). At first, one wuid perceive Ianguage as a 

space in which we are aii immersed (a linguistic space we grow into, a body of sounds and the 

way we transmit messages). For Marlatt, it is also a body of sounds, i.e. somethùig that 

surrounds us and can be perceNed, but not M y  grasped. We can then wonder whether it is 

possible to escape language as it is, or rnake a compromise with language the way it already is. 

Language is as much a tool as it is a target. It has the magical capacity of allowing d & y  

Werent writings and creating new space(s). It can be shaped and subverted and paradoxicaüy 

appears to be both, heterogeneous and homogeneous. Mariaît cleveriy points out that 

"consciousness is constituted by language, so you have to look ai the Ianguage first of d" 

(Williamson, Soundin~ Differences 190-191). Marlatt's genius is to use language in many ways, 

to work it as a material without king afraid of altering what we have been told to respect. She is 

a poet to the fidiest. 

In her t as ,  "[w]ords lifi fiom the page into a sky that is huge and blow away" (Marlatt, 

Ghost Works 55). Marlatt artfidly c o ~ e c t s  the space of the page to the whole world, crosshg 
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material boundaries, enlarging ber mpe. Her poetry is at once deep in its meaning and Iight 

because the words reach the reader without rernaining too much of an abstract stcaement stuck 

on the page. "Marlatt's personai shift h m  passivhy to activity is echoed in her language to the 

extent that she claims to ?lave a sense now of a new ianguage [she is] groping towards' 

"(Bowering "&en This Body" 67) (qtd in Cole 7). Before starting to m a n m e  lmguage, a 

task which implies more or less to master it in order to direct and use it, Marlatt underwent a 

personai interrogation of how she was iùnctioning wiMm language. This basic starting point 

accounts for her later focus on specific sensitive areas of our linguistic system. "The bistory of 

rny development as a writer has simply been on one l e d ,  coming to decode my own language, 

coming to understand what language is r d y  telling me" (Bowering, "Given This Body" 39). 

Her attention to language also rdected her perception of form as a determining &or. Eveq 

aspect intenningles in her work. As far as  language and translation are concerneci, she declareci 

that "as soon as you get into linguisq language, humming it, uttering it, y w  get back into the 

problem of translation" (Bowering, "Given This Body" 58). Notions n o d y  associaîed with 

words overlap so that the accuracy of the work becurnes les  easy as one moves on. 

It is interesting to keep Marlaît's perception of language in mind. She sees it as  a place, a 

locale. Initidy, her work was IargeIy intluenced by male poets fiom the BIack Mountain group 

before she started to read more writings by wornen, especialiy fiom Quebec, and fernale 

theoreticians. Language is a place of expression, creation, and an essential means of 

communication; it is a place where things happa Her work buiids bridges between the word 

and the world. Cornmenhg on Leaflds,  Robert Lecker States thai she "speaks in images as 

sfiarp and precise as photographs" and later adds that "words stand alone as poems within 
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poem, or as precious moments related to the whole through irnagistic suggestion" (Lecker 60- 

6 1). An exposition of the inner and the outer is presented to us by Mariatt through her capacity 

to describe Iandscapes and create powerîùi images as weii as her abiiity to reach the most 

inbmate of emotions and feelings. Through her words, the reader has a strong sense of 

"livehess" because this writing involves and touches her. For Mariatt, language is alive in that it 

is "pure movernent when it's working" (Bowering, "KEEP WITNESSING 34); "language is 

mlatt 's] element, that where [she] move[s]" (Bowering, "KEEP WITNESSING" 32). 

Through her use of the page, typography, words, and etymology (digging up obsolete or 

forgotten meanings of words), Marlatt makes writing move, which is a proof of her art. 

Aithough it may m d  like a cornmonplace to undedine a poet's work with language, the 

latter takes on another dimension with Marlatt. She does not only arrange the words in a 

beautiful manner, she elevates us, sculpturing lmguage as a material. One of her rernarkable 

assets is to dig up memhgs, and use prepositions and articles in order to take the reader to 

severd places at once. Another contemporary lesbian Canadian &ter, Erin Mowé (whose 

books Marlatt especially likes to read) describes the role of the preposition as such: 

It is the force of the preuosition that allers u! . . . rnake a fissure thcough 
which we can leak out fiom the " r d "  that is sewn into us, to utter what 
could not be uttered in the previous structure. (95) 

She later argues that "the preposition, & w h t  is prepositional. ..defmes space and tirne, by 

relation-ship" (97). W1th Marlatt, "[a] c&g to, becornes a calling up, becornes a calling into 

speech of the unspeakable" (Thesen 364). Marlatt knows exactly how to manipulate language 

using minute touches that change whoIe perspectives. Her deftness of touch requires the reader 

to go over and over the text in order not to miss anything. Her investigations through etymology 
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space ( a h  emphasized by the use of the italics as waves) is linked to "mère" (mother), a physical 

and emotionai space. Both are ferninine words in French. It is also interesting to notice that 

"murmur" exists in French with a different spelling, and couid also be read as "mur/murn 

(dwa l l ) ,  a combination which would then take the reader f?om a closed space to an open one 

(the sea). As fir as the pronunciation is concemed, the French words are articillated with the 

mouth more O- aiiowing the inner and the outer spaces better to c o ~ e c t .  The isotopy of 

water (a basic element) is very important as well, as it is for Brossard. Water provides a space 

where movement is srnooth Furthermore, it refers to birth as weii (the gowing of a child in the 

mother's womb, in the amniotic fluid, as w d  as the metaphoric birth of women here). Just as a 

murmur Wes into ttre air, the words "mer"/"mère" melt together in water. Paradoxically, 

Marlatt's "murmur" has the &ect of giving voice to women 

These trvo quotations fiom Salvage exempli@ what the reader encounters in Marlatt's 

poetry. Her work is typicai of how contemporary women writers pro& Le. by attachg a 

patriarchal use of language iittie by little, new perspectives, fillinp. up words wittr a 

ferninine "nature" that dit@ relates to wornen. Mariatt, like Brossard, initiates radical changes 

through a radical approach, a provocative mnhg of women (akhough Brossard's texts appeaf to 

be more radia1 and more d.iEcuft to decipher). The use of etymoIogy provides a re-membering 

of words as it is "the branch of the stuciy of language deaimg with the origh, derivation and 

developrnent of words, fiom Latin, fiom Greek "enunos": true + "logos": word" (Webster's 

dictionary). Through etymology, quite invisiile on the surface, the tact unfolds other meanings, 

revealing its different iayers. Thanks to etymoIogy, one can refer to other places and t imq and 

previousiy hidden liaks reappear between words thai have k e n  forgottai. 'Wordplay, the 



etymological breakdom of wodq the story of iangwge wittM language, has dowed m 

women to estabiish a newiy found iirtimacy with a e  ( L a i r e  Tostevin 35). 'hlarfait is iI 

lexical struggie, the effort to name aight" (Cooley 77). Gai1 Scott mentions that "language k 

always been a politicai issue" ( S m  38), i.e. language is used as a way to keep people out 

power structures, or to establish a bierarchy, relations of superiority. Etymology is not ody LW 

in order to shift the word's focus but also to d e s c r i i  a semuMy (between women), one usual 

not found in language as people nonnally utilize it. "The lesb'ian body, throw the use of wox 

play and etymology, reclaims the aristiog sexuai vocabuiary of itltimacy" (Wariand, Inversior 

178). Aithough this quotaion cornes h m  an article written by Betsy Wartand, its meaaing i 

indeed applicable to Mariatt's poetry. Marlatt does not seem to feel she, as a womaq i 

"captured" in language, hem her incessant work on language. Etymology is ar 

acknowledgement of the root(s), the origin (beginning), uncoloured by our present h g u b c  

view. It thus has the potenaal to mçover urw~pected meanings for the future. The search for 

who women are, should be a joumey through Mer/story. Howwer, the fâct that Marlatt is not 

seeking the uitMate Tmth through that process ougkt to be underlined. Her persod  search is 

d e r  part of the work it does not stop at a pmietermined destination that everybody ahady 

hows. What she is doing is: 

more playful than that. It's a way of caiiing up an absoiuîeiy departed 
5om or an ignored and forgotten meanhg and recycling it as a variant 
sIant on, a new fhchue oc îhe m e n t  mean& which after all stdi 
stands, though it's now no longer dominant. It's a form of poipmy. 
(Cam, "Between mntinuity" 104) 

Marlatt's work is indeed characterized by an open-rnindedness, a vohmîary interest in 

what is generally considemi to be "ab-normai"(out of the norm) or taboo. "mnside m e  she 

[the new woman writer] I q s  for joy, shoving out the waUs of taboo and propriety, kickhg 
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diScovering hfé in old mots"   mus in^ with mothertonaue 4849). Her expression cannot 

be regarded as " s t r a i g h t € o ~ "  since the use of such a term would imply judging wiîh a set of 

values instaiied by patriarchal society. The reader rmist momentarily forget as much as possible 

the principles she has been brou@ up to hoid, in order to attempt a differem reading, a fiminine 

one. Mar& undertakes a work of "casse-te(x)teW, to borrow B.Godard's words ("Mon corps " 

How then to get below the white spaces of the surfke, to strip off 
layers as we move towards expressing the deepest cornplexhies of our 
ernerging culture in-theferninine? No doubt each d e r  h d s  her own 
devices. Some play with words, using etymology; some bounce off the 
fht surface of patriarchal ways-of-spealang towards a deeper place. 
( S m  73) 

Marlatt and Brossard share this approach to language even though Brossard mainly deais 

wiîh French and Ma& with English It is even more sûiking in @en is Broken by Betsy 

Wariand, a book dedicaîed to "Daphne" which echoes Touch to Mv Tonpue (dedicated to 

Betsy). Wariand uses similar techniques, both playing with words, etymology and syntax 

("scentext" fiom "sentence, sent, sense, sent ..." and "text" page 13). In nuhg with 

rnothertongue, as weli as Touch to Mv Tome, Marlatt cl* States that "words cal1 each other 

up, evoke each other, provoke each other, nudge each other into utterance" (45). 

In her detailed study of h g u g e ,  Marlatt is not only interested in works by feniinist 

theorists, but she also mentions antbropologists and ethnolinguists. In musinp with 

m, she particuiariy r&rs to the American anthmpologist, Benjamin Lee Whorf: "we 

know Ianguage structures our world and in a crucial sense we cannot see what we canrit 

verbalize, as the work of Whorf...has pointed out to us" (47). What is known as îhe 'Whorfian 

hypothesis" is a theory that language determines our perception of the worId. Marlatt presents 
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the reader with other fields of researciq which opens up the spaces of knowiedge. She therefore 

does not provide us with poetry as one unique space, but as a crossroads of spaces which cross 

(tram) one anothefs path 

Marlatt's work un language also appears in the presentsi.tion of her text on the page as 

weii as in the typography. One of the fiindamental characteristics lies in her fiequent adoption of 

abbreviations. For instance, she purposely writes figures instead of using letters: "7 headsU/ "4 

yrs"/ "3 months" (Ghost Works 76-77). In the latter example, we notice the usage of "yrs" for 

"years" or "wch" for "which" (ûhost Works 82) or "gvt" for "government" (Ghost Works 94). 

Abbreviations are usually regarded as non-literary, used to take notes, for practicai rasons, 

convenience. Therefore Marlatt is crosshg boundarïes, mking the personal spherehpace with 

the publiditerary one. It also swprises and compels the reader to question, read and look at 

things differently. She sometimes mixes abbreviaîions and writing açcording to the pronunciation 

of the word: "& if they 2 were invaded" (Ghost Works 77). Language iiterally becomes an 

image. Marlatt dam not adhere to established principles, and that is precisely what opens up 

spaces. A recurring elexnent in her work is the use of "&" instead of spebg "and". The resuit is 

that the force of this conjunction is stronger with the ampersand, it better links the words. In 

resisting academic rnodels, her text becomes more organic, it resembles a body, a body of 

Ianguage, an expression she praises. The letters and graphs "move", seern more alive than in a 

traditional text more constrained by literary des.  

Whether it is in her texts or in her poerns, W a t t  pays attention to punctuatjon. The 

astonishing absence of the latter @es total fiedom to the reader to wander through the tex4 

adopting her own paths, fàvouring different interpretations, highhghûng the marry ways the 
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words can be associated thereby I d i n g  to different meanings. For example, her Roem entitled 

%reet opera" (Marlatt, Ghost Works 101- 103) has no punchtaaon except two dots here and 

there. Words are given, never more than &e at a tirne, so that tbe reader has to make 

associations which will rnake sense. Jus like w W g  in a Street, it is up to the reada to select the 

elements that are important tu her and to understand thern. "b]e marcheur transforme en autre 

chose chaque signifiant spatial" (De Ceneau 149); "La marche aflirme, suspecte, hasarde, 

transgresse, respecte, etc., les trajectoires qu'elle parle" (üe Certeau 150). Walking is the action 

of ompying as weii as transgressing a space; and also the lack of a pIace @e Certeau 155). The 

title itself works like a pun since an opera is to songs what p o q  is to literature. In an opera, the 

lyrics are articulateci and sung difFerently than in other songs, more powerfkiiy, the work being 

just as focuseci on the content as on the form. lt operates on a different level. The words on the 

page detach themeIves since a lot of space, blanks surround them. As in the case with Brossard, 

spaces on the page lighten the perception and âffract attention to what is written and what is not. 

"Hm when the lbte is writien fhere is blmk page below, into which the signs me movingl 

(Mouré 90). Marlatt does not always use capital letters after fùll stops, the effect behg to 

emphasiie continuity and once again to give the appcarance of a conthuous body flow. She dso 

shows ski11 in using punctuation to convey the orality of a discourse instead of a purely mitten 

aspect. For example: 

Said that yoiuig men as monks are d mghi to meditate & that 
rneditation "rnakes you happy because you do not want food or clothes 
or objects, you are dl the time happy inside" & that when you have 
meditated a lot you kave the city which is fidi of "objects" & go to 
the jungle where you have nothing because that is where you are happy. 
(Ghost Works 77) 

Unconventionai typography is particularly noticeable with the pronoun "I", which she 
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ahvays writes "il' (eye). Gohg against the mainStream is Mcuit and challenguig; nevertheles; 

Marlatt works language out of a fixed grammaticai wntext. Her non-traditional use of the pagt 

gives the reader a pleasure previously unenwuntered. Mariatt's texts grow across fiames: if th€ 

margin is respectai on the left-hand side of the page, ail the lines starting at the same place, 

drawing a vertical line, the right-hand margin is irreguiar. Thedore the text is constantiy 

rnoving, fie. Marlatt also starts new paragraphs pushing the text to the right-hand side of the 

page, thus leaWig more space than a writer usually does. As a CoIlSeqllence, the reader has to 

"go and meet" with the text, make an effort to enter the writhg. This technique enables the 

reader to foresee new tenitories where we, as women, wüi be able to go. 

Regarding typography, Mariatt employs eveqthg she needs to convey her ideas, fiom 

bold characters, to italics, capital letters, and graphs (!?hosi Works 73). Iri hm t a ,  even r e g k  

fonts (as italics) becorne unusual for she tends to vary and deviaîe from conventional uses. She 

unceasingiy sketches possible space(s). Marlatt came to the long poern because she: 

felt too confinai by the short h e  and by absolute attention at every 
step to the word, so 1 decided to open up the iine deiiierately and to 
use that exîended line which looks like prose-lefi margin to right margin 
on the page (...) Like 1 warrfed to move in Iarger units, in paragraphs, 
and 1 wanted larger rhythm îhan those very short lines wodd dow. 
(Godard, "Body 1" 482) 

However, Marlatt introduces spaces on the page even in the long poem form, a device 

which would traditionaüy be more expected in "regular poems". In How HUQ a Stone, the next 

to Iast page (78) stands as an example: bianks and holes d e  the tact breathe differently as it 

begins commwiicating a conversation using diîkznî typography. Mariatt has an extraordinariiy 

delightfùi asset, which is to subvert the most simple and "accepteci" aspects of how we write, 

changing the whole perspective in the proces. in subtie ways, she keeps provoking the readex's 
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reactions and actions. Marlatt avows using "periods in two ways (...) as long pauses, partiy for 

&m. By e£€èct [she] mean[s] wanting to space things, to articulate" (Bowering, "Given This 

Body" 62); of course periods are also a way of breathing, imposeci by the writer. 

Another striking habit in her tercts has to deal with parentheses. She o h  uses the first 

one *out the second one wbich is supposed to isolate words fiom the rest of the sentence. 

Such practice dows an opening, an open space just as it links words together instead of 

s e p h g  them. Marlatt shapes the text Werently (see in Ghost Works pages 19,32, 48 and in 

Salvaae pages 52-53). It gives the impression that stie is using existing signs but with a different 

purpose while opening up new possiiilities for interpretation. This technique also delays 

mean& which gives space for thinking, interpretation and otfier readings mer writing ciiffers as 

weU as defers); for instance: 

triins 
posing relics into dis 
ordered sense or 
(Marlatt, Saiwge 49) 

The richness of her work is apparent on the page. Her feminiae wàing inchdes all aspecits fiom 

content to form. 

Another point to be mentioned, is her use, in Zkalo, o f d  graphs (all identical) at the 

beginning of each "chapter" (pages 36, 48). They combine art in dEerent f o m  as they remind 

us of ancient texts which presented a gmiiar daice (a letter embroidered in it); they are journeys 

in space and tirne. On page 73 (Ghost Works), Marlatt also reproduces sornebody's handwriting, 

thereby mkhg regularly typed characters with a personal way of forming the letters on the page. 

The presence of such handwriting mi& be seen as a symbol of a "diûèrent writing". There is 

another interesting aspect linked with this reproduction of handwriting. This is the writing of a 



h w  how to write very weil (not v q  literate). The scene could be regardai as a metaphor h r  

wornen teaching men how to write, the foreign country standing for wfiat d d  replace the 

pasiarchai system Moreover, he d e s  about a place, his place "Dunmiciiio" that he tmspds, 

which becornes a gift house ("donM=grft and "domicilio"=house). On page 74, he goes even 

fUrther, writing his address. Marlatt's wrkbg is thedore spruikled with depictions and searches 

for places. 

The last few rernarks on the presentaîion and composition of Marhfs work have to do 

wiùi her wide use of diteration and ellipses. The former is not surprishg in poetry as it is 

generally perceived. Basicaily, it is an &ect of sounds, repetiaons and rhythms. tUliteratÎon is 

related to an "overuse" of the same consonant in the same lin& sentence. The recognition of 

femuiine writing has to be more than an inteiIectua1 fmtasy, that ha to be expmienced. A few 

examples of alliteration are: "sand sea sky one geat cycIe in the dance they dance" (Ghost 

Works 15); "remake the bed, begin at the beghmg" (Ghost Works 49) or " buming b e h d  the 

kitchen of the Lone Pine Hotel" (Ghosî Works 106). Janice Williamson potes MarIaIt's words 

about alberation, as "words on the rnove. A word on the move (named ttiing moves across the 

stage) changes its relationships with other mgs, other aspects of the scene. The dynamics of 

change echo in sound" ( W l l n ,  Chp;  Resistance 155). Mari;itt is concentrating on 

consonants in a deIimited area (one sentence); this space of the text renders the text ingstent and 

empowering. 

Along with such techniques, M&tt eniploys ellipses as wd. In other words tbe reader 

bas to be an active part of the mation, i ihg in the blanks. No* cornes as a pure coincidence 
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in her writin& just as n o h g  is gohg to happea or change as long as people do not act upon it. 

F M ,  dthough Marlatt has particuIar taste for deating with verbs (id* to imply sensations, 

actions, movements and life), in in irxterview with George Bowering ("Given This Body" 67), 

the choice and emphasis on certain nouns has to be achowledged, "tmspo~ El& said, is one 

of the nouns i like that move across borders, it's subversive, a mini-truck of pure ddght" 

QVhrht, S a l w e  80). For Ma- langua%e is most def%teIy a living body, a bemg and a place. 

Of course this is essentiai in her writing the woman, and the lesbian woman As Hdbe Cixous 

explains, each woman needs to "write merseir]. Your body must be heard. Ody then wiU the 

immense resources of the unconscious spring forth" (Dawn 21 0). Consequently, the study of the 

role of the body, the physical aspect, is at the core of MarWs work, as weii as king an integral 

part of it. 

The body is so very present in Daphe Marlatt's texts that it bas to be acknowledged. As 

an intrinsic eiement of what a woman is and feeIs, it also encompasses an ultimate sensual and 

sscual aspect in the wntext of iesbianism (not that it does not in an heterosexual relationship, but 

between lesbians there is a double foais on women's bodies). For Ma- our bodies and souls 

are irrtimately Linked, one affecting the other. In order to exkt completely, there is a need to 

acquire a fùü awareness of bath Fm of ail, there is the body, our ways of understanding it, the 

roles it plays in our life and wnting, and the fernale body. The body is not just matter, an or@c 

cover *ch a person's soul inhabits. The body is ultimately a place, a physcal space which is 

overwhelming (not in a pejorative sense) in Marfatt's writing. The saying goes that humnn beings 

are made of flesh and bones: this statement is an acknowledgement of one part of us, while 
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leaving another one aside (the soul). Very often, one aspect is put forward wMe the other one is 

m o m m  forgotten Wuh Daphne Mariait, as wfth Brossard, there is a deep conscio1~mess of 

b o ~  in other words, there has to be a recognition of the body, followed by a distinction between 

a man's and a woman's body. "The concept of the f m e  as a di&ent way of relating to space 

and to physicai otherne-ss" lies in the fact that a "wornan's body is open, dereas man's is closed, 

she experiences a physical permeability which he does no& and has the capacity to relate to the 

other (mother or cbild) as both container and thhg cornainedu @ a m  263). Zn this m v e ,  

the fernale body has a genuine relation to space, dowing more contact b e e n  the outer and 

the imer spaces. As a matter of f k t ,  a traditional metaphor in paaiarcbal society for women lies 

in the use of natural irnagery. Wornen are perceiveci to be a the source, ongin of the wodd 

("mother"), giving birth and undergoing cycles (seasons); the feminine is indeed traditiondy 

associateci with nature. Mark w-opts such hagery for her own purposes: 

imagine mountain & birth to speech imagine! She sinks sniiling 
under water language our horizon (O breath) & medium 
(here and there in "held") 

As Mary Russo states, we must remember thai: l'just as inner space has been ciassically i d d e d  

with feminine containment, so outer space - foreign, explorable, empty - has been &ed off as 

faninine" (Russo 26). The r e d t  is an undear ide.uti£idon of what a woman or the ferninine is. 

Teminity is a ma& which masks nonidentiry" (Russo 69). There is no defkhion and no 

recognition without cornparison and contrast with som- else. Brossard and Marlatt attempt 

to lead women away fiom a Manichean perspective for they write not only of womao, but of 

ldian's identities. One is a gender issue, the other one tackles sanial preference. 

Mariatt and Brossard sucadidiy involve îheir bodies in th& writing, a "daring" practice 
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that, men in the twentieth century? few women (and men) have attempted. In their bands, the us 

of the body testifies to its spatial naturey i.e. its king a space. They involve not ody the femalc 

body as a womb (wombhnan) and place of birth, but a place with other resonances, implications. 

Ma& has clearly exposed her beliefi th body and language are interconnected. She ûans-Iates 

th& body in her wriîing. The act of writing itseifis linked to the body (the band, the ann, the 

rnind enabling the movernent and realization). It aiso "remains, as always, committed to the 

proprioceptive moment" (Barbour 8). It has to do with rBCiiiving stimuli fiom within the 

organism, through muscles, tendons and joints. To read Marlatt is a very "physical" arperience; 

we catch her in the act of writing, but a h ,  and mainly, in the feelings resuiting fiom her 

powerfùl lines. She warrts language to be "the traosnitting itseif' ("Given This Body" 68) not 

only a means. Marlatt gained an understanding of her body when she gave birth to her son Kit; 

this experience " W y  located me in a tangiile & thedore absolute way in my own body. I'd 

been lost eom m y  body until that point" (Bowering, "&en This Body" 68). This statement 

explains Marlaît's evolution and her maturity d e r  she came to tems with her body. Only afler 

undergohg physicd changes, pains and mothering did she "find" her body, as a mother, as a 

woman Her book What M . e r s  is a wonderfiil rdection of what and how it ai i  happeneci for it 

"is written fïom inside" (back cover page). 

Marlatt (.. .) &round[s] her writing as a physicai product of her own 
body, but she a h  expresses Olson's dicturn for the projective poet to 
go 'dom through the worhgs of his own throat to that place where 
breath cornes eom, where breaîh has its beghnhgs, where drama has 
to came Eom, where the coincidence is, al act springs'. Marlatt's 
punning expioraîion of 'what IllSZtters' in the p r k  of her book of 

by that name demonstrates her two fundamentat concem: 
language and tangible substance: the body. 
(Cole 15) 
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Daphne Marlatt, at a recent reading at the Alberta CoIiege of Art in CaIgary, reasserted 

that parenting is a tuming point in a wornan's Me and body. From the point of view of severai 

lesbian critics, mothering appears to be essential in corning to tenns with their bodies and sexual 

Much lesbian writing invokes the f d e  body, even if it is to 
deconsûuct its gendered meanings, and it ofken concems thinkuig 
through intimate me-giwig relations with wornen, iacluding, for 
many lesbians, the memory of the maternai as the site ofprimary 
atliliation. (Williamson, "It gives " 187) 

In her jourmi, Marlatt realizes when feeding her son that she "never felt so plentifid, never been 

so delighted with [hm] body, that it was more than adequate" (What Matters 1 16). By speaking 

of trans-lating the body, Marlatt deals with the grounding point of women's identity, the physical 

aspect that makes us visible in the worid. After a long confinement and conditioning of women in 

patnarchai society, of the most intimate part of ourselves, i.e. our body, women like Mariatt are 

trying to alter this perception of themsetves as it is determined by what men expect and desire. 

Finding a place, a "room of their own", women need to accept and feel their bodies as theirs and 

get satisfaction out of it. This space would thus d o w  women to dehe their iden* through 

personal motivation. 

i am here, feel 
my weight on the wet 
ground 
(Mulatt, What Matters 168) 

Both in her poetry and in her novels, Mariatt bas to tramlate (tel) the body but also to constmct 

it: "her poetics is not a method of composition as much as it is a way of translaîhg the body, of 

composing and reorganizing it" (Banting 208). Her writing becornes feminine wdhg for it 

cornes fiom a wornan's perspective and tackfes women's issues. This is lesbian Wnting in its 
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erotic evocation, love between two women As a lesbii  Mariatt developed a sensitivity and 

experience which focus on the woman's body, hence her ability to point out aspects that are not 

enhanced by a heterosexual corrtext: the wornan4s body becornes apparent, palpable in her tacts. 

Marlatt's writing is as soft as the touch of skin, a whisper of pleasure. 

knotting and unknotting ourseîves by candlelight.. . we submerge 
in hunger searching out the soi? parts, undoing nippIes, lips with 
tongue talk, parading it, for that long finai shout. Then gone in 
our own foetaI wi, soft gone and Iong gone, impossiile to know 
where each of us ends. (Marlatr, Taken 15) 

The lesbian body is a site to explore both h m  the ferninine and the lesbian perspective, i.e. 

lesbians experience their pareners as the o t h ~  but the other as a Werent person as weii as 

similar (sirnilar body characteristics) at the same the; somebody with lots of cornmon physicd 

traits with whom they feel cornfortable for they know and anticipate reactions and feelings. 

"[Llesbian erotickm involves this incrediib1e fiision, this merging of boundaries, because our 

bodies are so simiiar in their way of touching, of sensing each other" (Wiliiamson, Sounding 

Diffaences 187). It is a discovery, an encounter, but with known elements right fiom the 

beginning. However, in getting to know their partner, they may better the knowledge they have 

of themselves, as women. Marlatt voices situations and feelings in a way that she conveys 

sensuality. Hence her emphasis on the skin @ke Brossard) and the mouth The fonner can be 

regarded as a place in the terms defined in the previous chapter. Furthexmore, skin provides the 

place of contact between the body and the outer space, the landscape. In an interview with 

George Bowering, Marlaît was corn* on Stevenston that: 

[t]herels a constant wind off the sea, which you feel as a coohess, 
& it tightens the &in. But you're also constantly getîing this kind 
of humid heat in the summer rising up k m  the earth, so that the edges 
of your body begin to merge with the landscape. 
(Bowering, "KEEP WITNESSING" 3 1) 
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The use of the skin emphasizes the sensual and emotioaal rattier than the rational. As such, it 

provokes a shrfting in our readùig. The reader has to read with her mind but also with her body, 

i-e. to feel the tex&, to echo it in her flesh There is no taboo in Marlatt's writing for it is aot 

inscnied in a patriarchal pattern but blossoms in the margiq in a "no man's land". The human 

skin is self-repairing, heaî and water-resistant and elastic. Tberefore the skin is a protectioq a 

fiornier (connected to the outside pores) as w d  as a living dement. Marlatt's use of s h  is 

interesting especrally in the fâct thai it is open to the outer world, as the fernale body is. 

Similariy, Marlatt r&,gates the words "mouth" and "tongue" in most of her work 

Mouth "is such a powerfid word for b]" (Bowering "Given This Body" 49) as it is for Nicole 

Brossard (see MAUVE for instance). The mouth is an aperture, where language is articulateci 

and pronounceci, the place which is the first step in the eating process (sumival) as weii as a 

sensual place; "it is the open gate leading downward into the body underworld (Bakhtb, 

Rabelais 325). With the tongue, Mariatt piays on the physical organ (of the utmost importance 

for lesbians when making love), and on the idea of our "mother tongue", language. The two best 

works to rdect these notions in her writing are musinp; with mothertonpe and Touch to MV 

Tongue. 

These two works explore both the fom and the content of féminine and lesbian h g  

fkîher than any of her other texts. Touch to Mv Tongue is a collection of poems aü iinked 

together, and addressed to Betsy Warland, her partner at the the .  These poems were d e n  in 

the first year of their reIationship, in the absence of the otller and were not intended to be 

published. Musing; with mothertongue esiablishes a connection between language and women, 

especially the rnother figure. Quoting Julia Kristeva and Mary Daly, Mariatt suggests a joumey 
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into the unconscious to cal1 for "a language that renuns us to the body, a womads body and the 

largely unverbatized, p r e s y d c ,  postlexical field it knows" (48). She advocates a movement 

backwards and forwards, suggests a place where women wuid find their &es. The 

unverbaIized and the unspeakable are spaces thai attract her greaily. She expresses her 

fascination for the unspeakable, the limits of language, as a unique place. 

An overview of the titles of the poems in Totich to My Tonme, offers rnany instances of 

places (sometirnes in their absence): "place", "houselessn, "canyon", "prairie", "hidden grouad", 

"where we went", "season's avenue", "coast", "underground". Moreover, in the poeros 

themselves, certain nouns or adjectives indicate, explicitiy or implicitly, places. The latter wi be 

both physicd or geographicai. "Woman (. . .) is figured dialecticaily in the spatial representation of 

the body in the landscape and in the sonoral play or 'experience' of language itseif" (Williamson, 

"It gives" 178). For instance, in '" piace fiill of contradiction", one reads "Danish tearoom- 

The Indonesian or Zndian": there is an obvious movement in time and places, a "confusion"; 

Mariatt also refm to Sappho, a narne which takes the d e r  to Lesbos (the island where the 

latter used to Lw), origin of the word lesbianism. This island d o d i e s  a territory women will 

make heirs, and Sappho is, for some, a symboi, as she was a writer as weil (Marlatt üved on Sait 

Spring Island for quite some time and now hes in Victoria). An irnplied reference to Sappho and 

Lesbos can also be found in Salwe (119). There is an evolution in Marlatt's work h m  a 

feminine wnting to lesbian writing (Marlatt, Salvage 118). The latter expression can be 

interpreted as a different way of writing, transposing chamteristics of lesbianism, and also 

writing in a different place, a coaext that is a new space. 

Throughout Touch to Mv Tongue, Mariait keeps mentionhg places (a street, a bar), 
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cities and regions (Boston, Fiorida), lots of places deaiing with water (pool, river), places whick 

wunect other places (Iigtiway, Tranç-Canada), and the words "place", "temtory", "land", 

"space" are present on alrnost every page. An exrreme sensuality arises fiom the metaphors she 

employs, which expand the readefs perception of the world, of her worid. There is a reversai of 

accepteci behaviours and a movement, a trans-laiion, a pushing towards both the inner and outer: 

"i felt the river pushing through (...) where rivers run in opposite direction i am carrying you with 

me" ("crimbig the canyon" in The New Long Poem AnthoIom 191). 

Marlatt's text is pregnant of wordplay, "tongue" Ùnplyhg both the physical organ and 

language, which eventually gives birth to a new vision and concept, a place she explores. 

perverse in that, having to defend myself h m  attack encroachment 
on that soft abyss, that tidal place i knew as mine, know now is the 
place i find with yoy not perverse but turned the right way round, 
redhed, it signals us beyond limits in a new tongue our comection 
nuis dong. ("yes" in Thesen 187) 

It is the wnnection to another wornan, in a lesbian context, that is the origin of this new place, 

enabiing two women to love each other without pressure and consbaints. The bringing together 

of women, as  a source of strength and power to achieve th& goals, has similady been suggested 

by other women writers. As a rnatter of facS one can îhink about Luce Irigaray and her "When 

Our Lips Speak Together", which might have infiuenced M W  as it is close to her title Touch 

to MY Tonmie. Marlatt's w-riting expresses desire, ssrual desire as weU as a desire for women to 

be rmgntzed. Furthemore, she States: "when 1 was worhng on Touch to Mv Tonme and 

heard the rhythms moving iike the rhythms in Steveston I realized they were orgasmic" (Carr, 

"Between coIltinuity" 103). In the same interview, Marlatt underlines thai : 

what it comes d o m  to in Touch is that Fm speaking fiom within a 
lesbian culture that is a sub-cuime within the patnarchal culture 
we're a i l  embroiled with And lesbian cul- tries to do something 



which, as Nicole Brossard has said, is ummaginable from witlgn the 
dominant dture. (Carr, 'Between continuity" 105) 

As Douglas Barbon says, her book "challenges the cultural representation of woman 'as an 

objectf ...[ i]t defies the r e p r e d o n  of woman as a body fktured into fetishized bits and 

pieces, or, wornan as mute nature" (Barbour 16). 

The original publication of Touch to MY Tongue (Longspoon edition) is accompanied by 

photopphs of CheryI Sourkests sequence enfifled "Memory Room". The presence of her 

pictures mixes the work of one woman with the work of another, and it also enlarges our scope 

of vision. Moreover these photographs do not resexnble "traditional" ones. They embody 

women's quest. Representations, images, and suggestions in the writing mate a tridimensional 

space within which women can move. The title of Sourkesls sequence, "Memory Room", echoes 

Marlatt's vievupoint, Le. that mernory is a place, connecting space and time. To re-member is 

indeed a key concept throughout her publications. For Marlatf 

Thme is in mernory a very deep subliminal comection wiîh the mother 
because what we fust of d remember is this huge body which is our 
frst landscape and which we first of al l  rernember bodily. 
(Wiiamson, SoundUlg Merences 185) 

Memoiy is suppose- to be the space where we fmd the origin of who we are. The joumeys 

W a t t  undertakm in her wnting as weli as the geugraphical ones she made in the past (going 

back as an addt with her son Kit to England, to Malaysia, and so forth) are m a m w r e s  to 

understand her mother ("she is what we corne through to & what we corne out oc ground & 

source" How Hug a Stone 73]), làmiiy history, and h d ,  to revive the memory and 

to re-mernber. In How Hue; a Stone, severai titles of passages give the impression that she is 

looking for sornething, she is searching ("Combe Martin, house marth, Mamnmas, Sa& MartirS 

martial swords & plow shes" (48) or "Lynmouth, mouth of the Lyn, mouth of the precipice" 
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(52)). "Merno, it turns out, is an open vehicle we also move in And an 'ad of memory-speech 

translates us, carries us across, fiom here to there" (Thesen 364). Marlatt consta* remanbers 

more than she invents or fictionalizes, hence the autobiographical naaire of her work Moreover, 

memory is also d o d y  relate. to the body: "To remernber (wim is memory, what invention?) 

seems to involve re-listening (...) Memory, a £iash, flush of sensation through the body" (Taken 

4243); "Mariatt uses language in Touch to Mv Tonpe to access not or@ cognitive recollection 

but the body's mernories as weli" (Baating 183). Memory is tackled by Marfatt on different 

levels, one of them king the "ghost(s)". Needless to say that memory, as a m o i r  of events 

h u g h  t h e ,  deah with history. On a personal levei in How Hug a Stone, M a r k  went to 

Engiand to trace her motheis memory (66); "to go back, but the wheels go on" (78). As a 

comquence, it is linked for "a woman writing autobiography, history Ïtself becornes a ghost, 

one that is always disappearing only to reappear on the page ahead." Marlatt Iater compares 

wornen writers to ghosts "who are hungry for recognition" and "rehim, rmm..  " (Gfiust Works 

vm). Ghosts haunt places, change reaction, inspiire fear a d  apprehension, move and fiinaion 

ciiffermtly: another metaphor of wiiat women could.shouldIwiü be. 

Memory and history also appear in M ' s  wide use of mythology in many of her 

publications. Mythology stands as another source of time and place? and her referaces to myths 

involve legends shared by members of a socieîy. h is thus cruciai for Maria# to reappmpriate 

myths in order to establish a memory7 a history that can be preserved for women She "explicitly 

connects mythology with the reclamation of geography, terrain, habitat, and a sense of p h "  

(Banting 184). Of course Marlatt focuses on myths that involve women In her article, Christula 

Cole cIaims her perception of "three rnythic weavers standing behind Mariatî: Penelope, Arachne 
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and Ariadne" (Cole 6). Cole compares Pendope's unweaving (she would unrave1 her day's work 

each night) to Mariatt's use of deconstnictionism as a "perpetuai state of process" (6); and she 

later mentions Arachne and Ariadne as relevant personae. The latter is also iinked to the notion 

of the 1- which plays a signrficant role in MarIatt's work. The labvrylth reférs to a place 

and works a s  a metaphor for women's quest as weii. It symbolizes the loss and non-recognition 

of th& statu of women and the search for an open space, one that wül make sense. It is a 

represartation of patriarchal society, where women evoive fieely but always h d  themselves 

prevented fiom going fùrther. It is both a mental and a physical space where our identity and 

survivai are chalIenged. 

Marlatt.. . becomes an Ariadne who rather than leading Theseus out 
of the labynnth leads herseifinto it by way of the lhe of poetry. 
Much like the Mexian joumey to Zocalo, Marlatr's exploration of 
Steveston becomes a 'travel book &out getting lost"'. 
(Cole 12) 

The use of mythology therefore resonates in many instances and appears to be an efficient way of 

subverting patnarchal society at its origin. What dso prevails are the roots of "mythoiogy", 

which deves fiom "muthologos" (fiom the Greek "muthos"= mouth and "logosM= speech), 

which associates the concept with the body once again (Cole 1 6). 

In Touch to MY Tonrme, the poem entitled "kore" exemplihs Marlatt's use of 

rnythology. "[x]oreW refèrs to Persephone and is "the stoy of the relationship between daughter 

(kore, maiden) and mother (Demeter, earth mother)" (Thesen 199). The attention given to the 

links between mother and daughter, a matrilineai emphasis, is charaderistic of MarlaIt's work 

She personaiiy feit estrangeci fiom her mother for many reasons, hence this need to "fiad" ber 

again. The myth is therefore essential as a way to r d  both her mother and women's image. It 

creates a space and time relation that is important in establishing women's identity and space. 
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How Hug a Stone. Ana Historic or Taken are examples of Marlatt's attempt to wite "about her 

Fiarfatts mother]" and get "to a piace where m l a t t ]  can feel some of that affection and 

empathy and understanding" ( W i n ,  SounciUig; Differences 184). How Htg a Stone can be 

read as a desire to get closer (hg) to her dead mother (the stone symboiizing her tomb); whiIe 

Ana Historic and Taken are the first two volumes of a ttilogy which is a more or less 

fictiodzed account of the life of MarIattts mother. W a t t  never fek close to her whde she was 

alive. "K]oreu thus has explicit meanings. 1t is a sensual poem, where light and touch (skin) are 

extremely important between two women One wuld interpret the title in 0th- ways: we d d  

read "core", i.e. at the heart, the centre, or even, with a French accent, "corps" and "coeur" 

which both relate to the body and emotions, mked in language. "the resurrection of the woman's 

body is of Kore, not the phallic kingdom" (Mouré 91). Moreover, it refers to Kristeva's concept 

of "chora". 

The endless flow of pdsions is gathered up in the chora (fiorn the 
Greek word for enclosed space, womb). . . Pt] is neither a sign nor 
a position but 'a wholIy provisionai articulation that is essentially 
mobile and constituted of movements and their ephemerai stases' (...) 
fit] is a rhythmic pulsion rather than a new language. 
(Moi 161-162) 

Etymologicaily speaking, the chora is a space, more precisely a ferninine one (womb). Irigaray 

argues that the fondes and amorphous h m  or cave, metaphor for the rnatrix or womb, is 

perceived by Plato as a place of error and non-differenciation" (SeUers 8). Such a reference aiso 

places Mariait in the intellectual space evo1ved h m  French t'eminisn, in a writirig in process, a 

dynamic. However, the mythid, historical, h@c, and physid narrative space the reader 

encounters in Mariait's writing, is also echoed by wIiat one first genedy thinks of when space is 

mentioned: geographicai refierences and spaces. 
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For me, a wornan reader, when Marlatt tek about these places that do ex&, even the 

more remote one, i.e. "our" space, ceases to be utopian and starts growing inside of me. Then 1 

kl like it is our role to projeci it in order for other women to relate to it and d e  it srpand. 

With Daphne Mar& women wake up in a n o t ~ h  worid. 



CONCLUSION 

Thughout this thesis, 1 have attempted to present the characteristics of Brossard's 

and Marlatt's works, and to show how many of the ideas developed in their books can be 

usefuI for other women in their own works and lives. The notions of space, motion and 

translation, so very active in th& writings, can be highlighted, as important issues for 

women. 

If 1 read Brossard and MarIatt with equai enthusiasm, 1 nevertheless hope the 

reader wili have felt the ciifferences that rnake them distinct &om one another. 

Both of them have played an important role as far as ferninine writing in Canada is 

concerned. Brossard and W a t t  have been vniting and pubiishing for more than twenty 

years and their witing is striking. It seems that they have anticipated a number of social and 

artistic developments in their work. As readers struggie to decipher their latest books, we 

should not forget their earlier publications since each of their books is different in content, 

and each author presents a personal styIe, motivated by a persistent will to explore, to 

deconstnict and to create. Brossard and Marlatt work as researchers, moving beyonci the 

mere appeai of telling a story. They unceasingly question, looking deep inside of themseIves. 

Mariatt can be analyzed as more " personal " than Brossard; Le. her quest goes through 

t e h g  about herseIf: her We, trips she made and her mother. Conversely, Brossard manages 

to include herseif in her writing and to present her readers with texts that are generalIy 
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speaking either more fictionalized, or in which other women can identw themselves with 

the subject in the text or situation. Brossard could be seen as a spokesperson for rnany 

Québécois and lesbian women. She also appears to be more radical than Mariatt, openly 

declaring: " Pour moi, il est clair que tes femmes ne peuvent être pensées que par elles- 

mêmes " and " Les femmes doivent être à l'origine du sens qu'elles donnent à la vie, a leur 

vie " (O'Brien 186 and 191). She is radical in her thoughts and writing, which makes her 

writing diflicult to decipher. With both Brossard and Marlatt, the reader has to be active in 

order to grasp the meaning of their texts. 

In this thesis, 1 have tried to present a detailed study of the means each writer uses in 

fier writing, and have attempted to show how the notions of space, motion and translation 

were fbndamental to their quest. The space on the page and in the text provide new 

perspectives and perceptions: by shiftllig accepted d e s  and references, Brossard and 

Marlati suggest something else and open the readers' minds and eyes. They d o w  the reader 

to move within the text and to express ideas that she had on the tip of her tongue. 

Both Brossard and Marlatt can be said to be political writers inasmuch as they c lah  

specifïc viewpoints and wouid like women, especidy Iesbians, to be recognized in Society. 

Brossard also stands up as a Québécoise, an identity that seems to prevail over her Canadian 

identity . 

As ofien mentioned throughout this thesis, Brossard and Marlatt belong to the same 

generation. Not only do they s&e similar experiences in their lives, but they live at the 

same period of time (although in Merent places in Canada). Moreover, they have met and 

worked together on several occasions, a fàct which emphasizes already existing links. 1 have 
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shown the similarities in their experiences as weii as discrepancies, and the influence they 

had on one another. The different linguistic space in which each one was living became an 

asset in opening new horizons in relation to one another instead of a barrier to 

communication. Language therefore turneci out to be a powerful tool creating possibilities 

in spite of its many syntactic, grammatical and vocabuiary restrictions regarding wornen. 

Brossard and Marlatt have dways dared to promote a way of writuig that is not " correct " 

or " acceptable ". The novelty of theu vision and expression was eventually accessible to 

others when they managed to get pubfished. However, it is still hard to fïnd some of their 

books, especially as far as Marlatt is concerneci, which have been out of print for many 

years. 

It seems that Brossard's and Marlatt's situation is unique, as they were among the 

first wornen to develop a writing style of this sort. Therefore their task was innovative for 

the tirne, as they were not reaiiy foliowing in anybody's footsteps. Consequently, they are an 

example of what feminine writing can be, and seek to inspire other women (lesbian) miters. 

For instance, Marlatt was among the kst to refer to etymology and to use it widely in her 

witing: this method of working is quite comrnon to many writers today (both English and 

French Canadian authors). Besides, new generations of writers who attempt to adopt 

Marlatt's and Brossard's way of writing &en appear less aeative since they must position 

thernselves within a specific frame or tradition instead of suggesting and creating as 

Brossard and Marlatt do. 

It seems that Brossard and Marlatt have initiated a new awareness of what the status 

of wornen could be. As iesbians, they Iive outside patriarchal society, although they do not 
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completely condernn men. One can notice that Marlatt kept her husband's name as ; 

penname (her maiden name is Bucide), which may appear somewhat surprising. It is a proo: 

that she does not eradicate men fiom her public or private Me. Their femuiism does no1 

stand in opposition to men but it recognizes, involves and pushes women forward. 

However, many men probabIy feel excluded when reading these two writers, as they find 

words that touch women and speak of very intimate aspects and feelings that ody women 

share. Sirnilarly, my not being a lesbian reader probably prevented me fiom fully grasping 

the meaning of some passages. If I could understand, 1 I g h t  not have been able to feel 

what they intended to portray. Yet, women rnostly feel included, involved, ciiredy taked to 

w h  reading Marlatt and Brossard, which enable them -us- to gradually perceive and define 

their identity and status as women. 

This is where the issues of space, motion and translation become ail the more 

important. In their work, space is envisaged according to geographid and physical 

elements, especiaiiy through the city and the body. Both are sites, places, spaces which can 

not only be occupied by women, but must becorne intrinsically ferninine. The city 

represents the social and public space where they live, a place allowing for transformations, 

encounters, exchanges and possibilities. The physical dimension in their kt ing  

acknowledges and praises the ferninine body, for the role of the mother it enables, but 

rnostly for what it is, claiming ali the senses, the material aspects and fiindons of the body. 

Therefore the body is shown and taken into account within their writing in many ways. The 

rnost intimate and private parts are mentioned and used in the text, very bmtifùlly exposed, 

sometimes eroticaily. Both MarIatt and Brossard tram-late their bodies out of patriarchal 
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social patterns and translate their bodies in their texts. Their ferninine writing em-body not 

only a Merent approach to writing, but the very féminine characterisitics inside of them. 

The physical and geographical spaces are intertwined, spaces that are or that they 

twn into ferninine ones. The issue of gender is thus at the wre of Marlatt's and Brossard's 

work, one that they relate to their quest of (a) space(s). A space, as Michel de Certeau 

dehed it, Le. a " Leu pratiqué ", a "lived-in" place where speed, direction and time play an 

important role. As iived-in place is çompared to a stable place, a rnarked place is implied. In 

the context of Brossard and Marlatt, it wiU thus be a markedly gendered place since they 

emphasize their gendered beings in their books. Whatever the semai preference of women, 

they remain « women », that is belonging to a specific gender which creates at least one link 

between all of them. Consequently, as Brossard and Marlatt look for spaces where women 

could be themsehes and live, these spaces are gendered spaces. For their utopia, Le. their 

idea of a perfect society, is there for ali womw. 

This point is also explained by Marlatt's constant reference and search for her 

mother. By trying to understand her mother, to know what she has lived through and to 

becorne familiar with her aspirations, Marlatt is interested in comprehending the space(s) 

women have occupied through the years, in order to reach a better understanding of the 

present situation and be able to alter it if not to depart from it. Most of dl, she needs to 

know in order to fïnd out who she is, her identity. 

UntiI now, women have been sharing spaces with men, within which either men or 

women might have had their own space(s); however, women have always felt the pressure 

of living in a patnarchal society and the latter accounts for their desire to have their own 
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space(s), without feeling the power of patriarchal society above their heads. 

Brossard often uses the French word « citées », which calls for the ciiy and also 

means quoted mentioned, the last two letters underlining the ferninine and plural according 

to French grammar. This is how Marlatt and Brossard fight for the recognition of women. 

For our society to become aware of certain issues and eventually change certain 

conceptions, women writers like Marlatt and Brossard intend to attract people's attention. 

Brossard and Marlatt are artists even more than writers as they search, discover, 

work languages as a materiai, and combine drawings and pictures with their writing. 

Besides, when either Marlatt or Brossard uses another language in her text, an " accent " 

appears through this process. Brossard considers the " accent " as something out of the 

nom. It represents a way for women to recognize each other, as it seems to represent this 

space between language in patnarchai society and their language that they are about to 

speak (Brossard, La Lettre aérienne 89-90). Another fact to keep in mind is that beng a 

lesbian creates space and time according to Brossard (La Lettre aérienne 108). 

By constantly moving, trans-lating, translating and searching for spaces, Marlatt and 

Brossard enable women's mentality tc evolve; they also offer women a new way to express 

themselves. The energy that one feels in their texts is a @ for all women to pursue. They 

wiii assert their status as women and get to know themselves. Brossard and Marlati imagine 

what couid be and propose a new perception of women and their environment; their work is 

a source of inspiration and reflection for rnany, and it is very positive to know that these 

writers already have a large readership, that may graduaüy gain more space. Their wxiting 

describes gendered spaces, and it is very likely that these new perspectives wiii continue to 



inspire new generations of women to corne. 
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